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ABSTRACT 

The literature regarding the relationship of 

psychotherapy process dimensions to treatment outcome was 

reviewed in terms of the following four broad questions 

at least one of which underlies any study of psychotherapy 

process and outcome: (a) Does psychotherapy work? (b) How 

does psychotherapy work? (c) Can psychotherapy produce 

negative effects? (d) Is one kind of psychotherapy better 

than the others? Evidence was presented supporting the 

need for further study in these areas~ and a 

single-subJects design was introduced focusing upon the 

three research questions derived from the review of the 

literature: (a) Is there a relationship between 

psychotherapy process dimensions and the immediate outcome 

of each psychotherapy session? (b) What relationships 

exist between psychotherapy process dimensions and the 

eventual treatment outcome? (c) Are there differences 

between therapists who use the same Focused Expressive 

treatment model in terms of both process dimensions and 

client outcome measures? 

The method utilized to explore these questions 

involved training six raters~ three on the Vanderbilt 
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Psychotherapy Process Scale (VPPS) and three on the 

Experiencing Scale. In addition, the six subJects, all 

female arthritis patients, completed the Session 

Evaluation Questionnaire and a physical pain measure at 

the end of each session and the SCL-90R at the 

xi 

beginning of each session. There were four sessions of 

baseline, ten sessions of treatment with the Gestalt-based 

Focused Expressive Therapy, and four sessions of follow-up. 

The results indicated that all six subJects 

reported significantly higher positive feelings and 

improved psychological function at treatment conclusion as 

compared to treatment inception. High levels of patient 

participation were significantly related to reduced patient 

distress and physical pain, a result supporting the 

hypotheses. Both therapist-reported and client-reported 

depth of aessions were significantly positively related to 

client positive feelings reported at the conclusion of 

each session. Case-by-case application of clinical 

significance criteria revealed, however, that two subJects 

improved much more than did the other four. Differences 

were found between therapists on the degree of Judge-rated 

dependency and client rated session smoothness as well as 

on global severity of symptoms at treatment conclusion. 

Limitations and recommendations for future research were 

presented. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The literature regarding psychotherapy process 

factors and their relationship to psychotherapy outcome 

is vast, yet replete with controversy. Despite its large 

quantity, however, the existing process-outcome research 

seeas to suffer from what has been characterized as its 

"pre-paradigmatic" stage of development (Orlinsky & 

Howard, 1978). A central feature of this stage of 

research development in any discipline is ..... a 

multipiicity of basic models dividing the allegiances of 

researchers ..... , with each offering ..... a different 

definition of the nature of the phenomena to be studied ..... 

(Orlinsky & Howard, 1978, p. 283). Although the 

contention that psychotherapy process-outcome research is 

"pre-paradigmatic" may in itself be controversial, it 

does furnish an explanation for the tremendous diversity 

which characterizes the contemporary theoretical and 

research literature. Despite this diversity there have 

been a few broad questions which have guided this large 

body of research. These include the following: 

1. Does psychotherapy work? In his review of the 

1 
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paycho~herapy literature~ Eysenck (1952~ 1966) concluded 

that two-thirds of neurotics improve with psychotherapy~ 

but that the same number improve without treatment~ and 

that untreated people maintain the gains at a rate equal to 

those who receive psychotherapy. Such improvement without 

treat.ent is known as IIspontaneous remissionll~ and has been 

8 source of controversy ever since Eysenck first proposed 

it. One aspect of the present study was to determine if 

Focused Expressive Psychotherapy~ formerly called 

Expressive-Release Therapy was helpful for the group of 

subJects who participated, and in this sense it contributed 

to the body of research concerning the general question, 

IIDoes psychotherapy work?" 

2. How does psychotherapy work? This question 

has stimulated a great deal of theoretical and empirical 

attention. Rogers (1957), Frank (1961), and Strong (1968) 

among others have provided important theories attempting 

to address ~his question. 

Rogers (1957) proposed a maJor hypothesis in 

which he asserted that the therapiat~s provision of 

adequate levels of genuineness or congruence, empathy and 

unconditional positive regard craates the necessary and 

sufficient conditions of therapeutic personality change. 

Rogers emphasized the client~s own experience of these 

conditions as a crucial element in this hypothesis. 
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S~rong (1968), drawing on Fes~inger'a cogni~ive 

dissonance ~heory, advanced ~he social influence 

hypo~hesia which asser~ed ~ha~ psycho~herapis~s exert 

interpersonal power commensurate with client-perceived 

levels of a~trac~iveness, expertness, and trustworthiness. 

This hypothesis, which has stimulated 8 great deal of 

research, has been summarized in maJor reviews (Corrigan, 

Dell, Lewis, & Schmidt, 1980, Heppner & Dixon, 1981). 

Frank (1961) sugges~ed tha~ non-technical or 

"non-apeci:£ic" factors account. for the effectiveness of 

psychotherapy. Frank's broad review defined psychotherapy 

from a cross-cultural perspective and concluded that 

psychotherapy is a persuasion process, ~he efficacy of 

which derives :Erom t.he client's posit.ive at.t.itude toward 

the therapist and commit.ment to work at change 

(Gomes-Schwart.z, 1978). This view minimizes the import.ance 

of specific methods or techniques as ingredients of 

effective psychot.herapy. The present. st.udy focused on t.he 

psychotherapy process itself and in so doing contribut.ed 

to t.he empirical work on t.his second broad question in t.he 

area of psychotherapy research: "How does psychotherapy 

work? 

3. Can psychotherapy produce negative effect.s? 

Bergin (1966, 1971) summarized findings indicating the 

existence 'jf "det.erioration effects", negat.ive out.comes, 



from paycho~herapy. This ~heme has been elabora~ed in 

subsoquen~ research and li~era~ure reviews (Bergin, 

4 

1980, Bergin & Lamber~, 1978; S~rupp, Hadley, & 

Gome.-Schwar~z, 1977). O~hers have challenged Bergin's 

poai~ion and have con~ended ~ha~ ..... ~he Jury should 8~ill 

be ou~" (Frank & Mays, 1980; Mays & Franks, 1980; Maya & 

Franks, 1985). The curren~ s~udy ~ook no~e of ~his 

broad research ques~ion by providing measures to assess 

possible nega~ive effec~s. 

4. Is one kind of psycho~herapy be~~er than the 

o~hers? Meltzoff & Kornreich (1970) in a maJor review 

summarized as follows: "There is hardly any evidence ~hat 

one ~radi~ional school of psychotherapy yields a better 

outcome than another" (p. 200), a conclusion which stirred 

continued deba~e which shows no sign of fading (Bergin & 

Lambert, 1978; Rachman, 1971). The current study did 

no~ direc~ly address ~his issue because i~ involved only 

one form of psyc~o~herapy. However, ~he litera~ure was 

carefully reviewed in order ~o assess ~he viability of 

studying only one form of treatmen~ as ~his s~udy did 

wi~hout s~udying comparison treatmen~s. The four broad 

research ques~ions presented above guided ~he review of 

~he litera~ure which follows. 

Specific Purpose of ~he Study 

The research presented here drew upon the 

research tradi~ion represented by these maJor research 



questions but also attempted to offer an innovative 

approach to psychotherapy process-outcome research by 

utilizing a data-intensive single-subJects design. 

5 

This study is part o£ a broader research proJect which 

has explored the effecta of Focused Expressive 

Psychotherapy (F.E.P.) upon a group of rheumatoid 

arthritis patients. Previous studies conducted through 

this proJect explored biochemical effects of F.E.P. 

(Oro-Beutler. 1984) as well as its somatic and 

psychosocial effects (Engle. 1985). This intensive 

research on one therapeutiC model suggeated the following 

research questions: (a) What interpersonal process 

variables occur within the sessions of Focused Expressive 

Psychotherapy? (b) Is there a relationship between these 

process dimensions and short-term measures of outcome 

using this model? (c) What relationships exist in terms 

of process and outcomQ variables as seen from the 

perspectives of the clients. therapists. and external 

observers? (d) Are there differences between the two 

therapists. each using the same Focused Expressive model 

in terms of psychotherapy process dimensions? (e) Are 

there identifisble changes in the dimensions of the 

psychotherapy process during the course of the 

ten-session brief intervention which was studied in this 

research proJect? 



The purpose of ~his s~udy was to explore ~hese 

ques~ions using an ABA a= 1 design wi~h five 

6 

replications across two ther8pis~s. The possibili~y th8~ 

differencea existed be~ween the ~wo therapists suggested 

the utility of ~esting for ~his possibility. Finally~ ~he 

six aubJec~s cons~i~uted one group exposed to ~he same 

trea~men~ over ~en sessions. From ~his poin~ of view the 

study was conceptualized as a single-group repeated 

meaaures design by means of which the possibili~y of 

changes within-subJects across sessions on both process 

and ou~come variables could be assessed. 

An essential point aust be kept in mind in terms 

of the nature of ~his s~udy: The s~udy was an explora~ory 

one which was aimed as much at generating hypotheses as a~ 

~esting ~hem. In u~ilizing a single-subJec~s design~ it 

departed from mos~ studies of ~he relationship be~ween 

psycho~herapy process and ou~como. This fea~ure of ~he 

study fur~her emphasizes its exploratory na~ure. 

Theoretical Rationale 

Although a vas~ number of approaches ~o 

psycho~herapy curren~ly exist, i~ is generally accepted 

~hat they share certain commonalities (Fr8nk~ 1961~ 

Garfield~ 1982; Goldfried & Padawer, 1982). These include 

the provision of an active confiding relationship~ the 

articulation of a "myth ll or IIrationale ll to explain the 



client'. problems, the dispensation o£ in£ormation, the 

creation o£ hope, the £acilitation o£ II success 

experiencesll
, and emotionsl arousal. Although commonly 

known aa IInon-speci:fic" :factors, these ingredients are 

quite "speci:fic" in terms o:f comprehensibility and 

common sena., although they may indeed be di££icult to 

Iloperationally de£ine DI and IIquanti:fy" :for research 

purposes. All o£ these common :factors in psychotherapy 

contain a crucial underlying assumption: Psychotherapy 

is an activity in which some person deSignated as the 

therapist is involved in creating conditions necessary 

:for helping the client change in some way. The many 

aspects o:f the resulting interaction between the two 

people are collectively known as process dimensions or 

variables. There:fore, all schools o:f psychotherapy 

assume that certain aspects o£ the psychotherapy process 

are directly related to its outcome. This assumption 

is basic to the theoretical rationale o£ this study. 

Orlinsky and Howard (1967) and Stiles (1980) 

have proposed an intermediate II in:ferential step II in the 

basic model which suggests that e:f:fective psychotherapy 

process leads to positive outcomes. This intermediate 

step is known as "impact .. and represents the immediate 

"outcome" o£ a therapy session, as contrasted with the 

:final or long-term outcome which is the :focus in most 

7 



procesa-ou~coae research. S~ilea (1980) haa 8~ated ~ha~ 

~he reaearch a~ra~egy involving session impac~ 

8 

..... an~icipa~es a ~wo-s~age inference: from psycho

~herapeu~ic in~erac~ion ~o impac~, measured ,immedia~ely 

af~.r ~he seasions, and from impac~ t.o even~ual ou~come" 

(p. 177). Orlinsky and Howard (1967) have laid a basis 

£or ~his approach in emphasizing ~hat. t.he immediat.e post.

session evalua~ions by ~herapis~s and clien~s are an 

importan~ dimension in any att.emp~ to understand t.he 

.asence of psychotherapy. The ~erm "sesaiori out.come"" 

will be used in this raport= it is essen~ially synonomous 

with Stiles (1980) terJl "session impac~". 

The curren~ study u~ilized post.-session 

evaluetion Jleasures completed by both t.herapists and 

clients. In so doing ~he design provided for assessmen~ 

of session impact based upon t.he ~herapis~s' and client.s' 

ra~ings of session dept.h and smoo~hnessp as well as ~heir 

self-repor~ed feelings o£ well-being and of emo~ional 

arousal. This made i~ possible t.o explore t.he out.come of 

the Focused Expressive Psycho~herapy for individual 

sessions as well as for t.he overall course of ~rest.ment., 

consistent with S~iles' (1980) ~wo-st.ep inferential model. 

Barlow (1981) argued ~hat current. clinical 

research haa ..... little or no influence on clinical 

pract.ice" (p. 147). Among ~he reasons he gave for t.his 



was that traditional methods of research which focus on 

average changes for groups of clients make it impossible 

to determine wha~ the effects are on the individual 

client. In essence the individual effects are lost in the 

averaging process~ and generalizing to any new individual 

becomes a very risky operation. As an alternative to 

traditional research designs~ several writers have 

emphasized the usefulness of single-case designs (Hersen & 

Barlow~ 1976; Kazdin~ 1982; Kratochwill~ 1978) and their 

use is consistent with approaches which emphasize the 

value of both "intensive local observation" (Cronbach~ 

1975) and inference fro. case studies (Kazdin~ 1981). The 

design used in this study provided a single-case approach 

with six subJects~ i.e. an ~.1 design with £ive 

replications. The advantage of this design is that 

conclusions from a single-case are much more limited in 

generalizability than are conclusions which are based upon 

single-case methodology~ but are replicated with a series 

of SUbJects. 

While preserving the advantages of the single

case approach this study's design also allowed for the 

use of a between-groups comparison to determine whether 

Focused Expressive Psychotherapy as provided by two 

different therapists is really the same treatment. This 

is the problem of treatment "integrity" and has been too 

9 
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seldom assessed in psychotherapy research (Yeaton & 

Sechrest~ 1981). The present study provided the 

opportunity to determine whether there were maJor 

di:f:ferencea between the two therapist.s on several 

variables. This procedure provided a means :for monitoring 

the essentisl "integrity" o:f the treatment provided by the 

~wo di:f:ferent therapists. 

Review o:f the Literature 

This review o:f the literature has been organized 

according to the broad questions which were presented 

earlier. These issues will now be explo~Qd in more dept.h. 

Does Psychotherapy Work? 

Few occurrences in the history o:f psychotherapy 

research have had the impact that Eysenck's (1952) review 

had. The conclusion that two-thirds o:f neurotics in 

psychotherapy improve within two years~ matching exactly 

the gains made by the same population le:ft untreated by 

psychotherapYi created a tremendous controversy. More 

recent reviewers have contradicted Eysenck's claims 

(Bergin & Lambert. 1978; Glass & Kliegl. 1983; Landman & 

Dawea~ 1982; Luborsky. Singer. & Luborsky~ 1975; Shapiro 

& Shapiro~ 1982. 1983; Smith & Glass. 1977). However. 

others continue to assert that only behavior therapy has 

demonstrable e£:fects (Eysenck. 1963; Rachman. 1971; 

Wilson & Rachman. 1983). 
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The controversy has raged in particular around the 

concept o£ "spont.aneous reJftission"~ the notion t.hat the 

untreated two-thirds spontaneously became "non-neurotic". 

Bergin and Lambert. (1978) present a compelling argument 

supporting the idea that this is not the case~ and that 

Jftany o£ those untreat.ed people do indeed £ind a source o£ 

help in the "natural setting" which approximates the 

condit.ions o££ered within the context o£ psychotherapy. 

Additionally~ they demonstrate how s di££erent viewpoint 

on Iidropouts" drast.ically alters the Eysenck £igures, 

based upon the same data. They conclude as follows: 

Returning to the quest.ion o£ therapeutic e££ects, 
we can summarize the importance o£ the spontsneous 
reJftission dat.a by contrasting the 43 percent spon
taneous recovery rate with the 65 percent therapy 
iJftprovement rat.e t.hat is reported in gross studies 
of therapeutic improvement ••• psychotherapy is bet
ter than no therapy ..... (p. 152). 

Smith, Glass and Miller (1980) introduced an 

iJftportant new aspect t.o this controversy with their report 

on the meta-analysis o£ psychotherapy outcome studies. 

Using an e££ect-size est.imate based upon the di££erence 

between a treatment group mean and the corresponding 

control group mean divided by the standard deviation £or 

the cont.rol group and averaging across studies, these 

authors reported an overall e££ect size of .85 for 

psychotherapy of all kinds as compared to no therapy 

(control groups). Effect size is a statistic which 
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compares the post-treatment score o£ the treatment group 

on an outcome measure with that o£ the control group in 

standardized £orm. (The mean £or the control group is 

subtracted £rom that o£ the treatment group and the 

di££erence is divided by the control group standard 

deviation. One way o£ understanding an e££ect size o£ 

.S5~ there£ore~ is to consider the control group as 

representing the 50th percentile on the outcome measure 

while the treatment group £alls at the SOth percentile. 

Statistical signi£icance is not implied, but this e££ect 

size is generally accepted as clincally signi£icant. 

Although the various types o£ therapy included 

in this meta-analysis showed di££ering e££ects with 

cognitive, hypnotherapy, and cognitive-behavior therapy 

topping the list, these investigators £ound no evidence 

£or the superiority o£ one theoretical approach over 

another when they examined those studies which directly 

compared two or more approaches. The central conclusion 

regarding the impressive overall e££ect size (.S5) £or 

all therapies combined has un£ortunately been overshadowed 

by the controversy surrounding the secondary conclusion 

regarding the lack o£ demonstrable superiority o£ one 

therapy over another. The .S5 e££ect size remains, 

however, as strong support £or Bergin and Lambert's (197S) 

conclusion that psychotherapy is e££ective. 
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A more recent replication of the Smith, Glass, 

and Miller research (Shapiro and Shapiro, 1982) 

generally supported the Smith et ale findings with a 

calculated mean effect size of .93 standard deviation 

units, slightly higher than the effect size reported in 

the earlier study. This would represent the 82nd 

percentile in terms of the explanation presented above. 

In addition, multiple regression revealed that between 

64~ and 78~ of the variance in psychotherapy outcome 

Deasures was not predictable from knowledge of the 

various therapist, client and process variables used in 

the studies. It would appear that researchers still 

have a long way to go in terms of explaining how 

psychotherapy works, even if one accepts the available 

evidence that it does work. The comments of Orlinsky 

and Howard (1978) regarding the pre-paradigmatic stage 

of process-outcome research deserve note in light of 

these results. 

Despite the continued controversy, the evidence 

at the present time suggests that psychotherapy does 

indeed have some demonstrated effectiveness. The main 

implication of this conclusion for research design is 

that it validates the exploration of psychotherapy 

process and outcome as a viable research area, while 

cautioning us regarding possible limitations. A second 

implication concerns the key limitation: Psychotherapy 
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can be expec~ed ~o show effec~iveneGa~ bu~ an 

effec~iveneaa ~ha~ may be based upon in~erpersonal 

dynamics ~ha~ exis~_in ~he "na~ural ae~~ing" of aocial 

rela~ing~ as well as in ~he paycho~herapeu~ic se~~ing. 

How does psycho~herapy work? 

Rogers' (1957) hypo~hes!s s~imula~ed a large 

body of psycho~herapy research wi~h s corresponding 

quan~i~y of reviews covering ~he findings. Orlinsky and 

Howard (1978) concluded ~ha~ •• ••• ~he resul~s are far ~oo 

variable ~o suppor~ ~he hypo~hesis ~ha~ warm~h and 

empa~hy are necessary and sufficien~ condi~ions of 

good ou~come" (p. 293), al~hough ~hey do allow ~hs~ 

warm~h and empa~hy con~ribu~e ~o ~he mix of ingredien~a 

which promo~es favorable ou~comes. 

Research on ~hese variables has proven more 

complica~ed ~han would have appeared ~o be ~he case in 

1957 when Rogers firs~ advanced his proposal. Fac~or 

analyses (Zimmer & Park, 1967; Zimmer & Anderson, 1968> 

have demons~rated ~he complex composition of ~he 

"facili~a~ive ~herapeutic condi~iona". In addition, 

while much of the research has inappropria~ely utilized 

Judges' rat.ings in measuring t.hese condit.ions, Rogers 

himself has continually s~ressed ~ha~ the client-

perceived levels of these variables is the relevant 
. 

measure (Gurman, 1977; Parloff, Waskow, & Wolfe, 1978). 
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Confirmation has come from results indicating that Judge 

ratings and client ratings correlate at only an average 

of .24 (Gurman~ 1977)~ meaning essentially that less 

than 6~ of the variance in client perceptions of warmth~ 

empathy and congruence can be predicted by knowing how 

the Judges would rate these conditions. Gurman (1977) 

has contended that the research supporting the client

centered hypothesis is much stronger if only those 

studies using the client perceptions are considered. 

Recent work (Elliott~ Filipovich, Harrigan, Gaynor, 

Reimschuessel, & Zapadka, 1982) yielded a correlation of 

.53 between aggregated empathy components and clients' 

ratings of "feeling understood". This correlation 

between Judge-rated empathy and clients' perception is 

higher than Gurman's, but would still leave approximately 

70~ of client perception unpredictable from knowledge of 

Judge-ratings. To summarize, there is some support in the 

literature for the efficacy of the "facilitative 

conditions"~ but attempts to confirm their neceSSity and 

aufficiency for "therapeutic personality change" are 

inconcluaive (Gurman, 1977; Orlinsky & Howard, 1978). 

Two sources of difficulty in drawing firm 

conclusiona regarding the relationship between theae 

facilitative conditiops and therapy outcome are (a) the 

instability of ratings of these conditions from client 

to client, and (b) the instability of such ratings for 



single clients £rom moment to moment in the therapy 

session. 
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In connection with the client-centered hypothesis 

it is worth noting that the non-directive nature o£ the 

therapeutic intervention contrasts rather sharply with 

the goal o£ the therapeutic endeavor--"therapeutic 

personality change". Beutler (1983) has presented the 

concept that di££erent ~herapies are perhaps most 

readily distinguished £rom each other not in terms o£ 

the techniques or methodology utilized, but rather in 

terms o£ their goals. Thus, although the client

centered practitioner may proceed in a non-directive 

£ashion in terms o£ techniques, he aspires to very 

de£inite changes on the part o£ the client. 

This brie£ review o£ the status o£ the client

centered hypothesis suggests the £ollowing implications 

£or research design in psychotherapy process and outcome 

(a) The design must allow £or the analysis o£ the 

contribution o£ the client-perceived level o£ £eeling 

understood to the outcome o£ the process (Elliott, 1982; 

Gurman, 1977). (b) The design must go beyond the 

measurement o£ Rogers# therapeutic conditions in an 

attempt to de£ine the additional components o£ the 

psychotherapy process that contribute to £avorable 

outcomes. 
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Strong's (1968) article catalyzed an already 

expanding interest in social psychological applications 

to psychotherapy reseerch (Goldstein, 1966; Pepinaky & 

Karat, 1964). Strong summarized the implications of the 

aocial influence research available at the time and 

suggested a research hypothesis as a stimulus for 

future work, based upon a two-stage model of counseling. 

In the first stage client-perceptions of the counselor's 

credibility (trustworthiness and expertness) and 

attractiveness are established. In the second stage the 

counselor mobilizes the client's involvement in the 

change process based upon the foundation of credibility 

and attractiveness from the first stage. In this stage 

the client changes in directions "converging" on the 

values and convictions of the therapist (Beutler, 1981, 

Pepinsky & Karst, 1964). The influence process thus 

conceived has both a more subtle aspect based upon 

credibility and attractiveness and a more directive one, 

centered in the client's involvement in change. 

Attempts to measure attractiveness, 

trustworthiness, and expertness have received a 

considerable amount of attention in the literature 

(Barak and Lacrosse, 1975) and many attempts have been 

Dade to relate these measures to the counselor's or 

therapist's power and influence. MaJor reviews of the 
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social influence literature (Corrigan, Dell, Lewis, & 

Schmidt, 1980; Heppner & Dixon, 1981) concluded that 

these factors are much more complex than indicated in 

Strong's original formulation. Heppner and Dixon (1981) 

have called the results of this body of research 

"inconclusive", and attributed this inconclusiveness to 

the failure of most studies to meet Strong's "boundary 

conditions", meaning that the studies were mostly 

analogue research, and not studies of actual counseling. 

However, other writers (Shapiro & Shapiro, 1982) have 

denied that there are any reasonable grounds for excluding 

analogue research from reviews of psychotherapy process

outcome literature. 

Studies by 2amostny, Corrigan, and Eggert 

(1981) and Heppner and Heesacker (1982) supported the 

notion that the social influence process may be more 

complex than previously believed. 2amostny et al. (1981) 

£ound that there may be a single dimension of perceived 

counselor behavior consisting of many subordinate 

divisions that accounts for most o£ the variance in 

client-perceived counselor behavior. Heppner and 

Heesacker (1982) £ound that perceivsd attractiveness, 

trust, and expertness did change over the course o£ 

psychotherapy but not in directions consistent with 

Strong's hypothesis. The complex pattern o£ empirical 

£indings emphasizes that the social in£luence process, 



while providing a plausible conceptualization o£ the 

psychotherapy procese, remains inadequately understood. 

The main implication £or £uture research that is 

suggested by the social in£luence hypothesis is that any 

attempt to assess counselor expertness, attractiveness, 

and trustworthiness ought to include a close examination 

o£ the second stage o£ Strong's conceptualization o£ the 

counseling process, speci£ically the ways in which 

client-perception o£ these dimensions is related to 

client change. Contributions relating perceived 

credibility and attractiveness to eventual outcome are 

needed in order to promote a better understanding o£ the 

social in£luence process in counseling and psychotherapy 

(Heppner and Heesaker, 1982). 

The social in£luence hypothesis as outlined 
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above is closely related to Frank's proposal (1961) 

regarding the persuasion process and the ·role played by 

"non-speci£ic" £actors in psychotherapy. Goldstein (1966) 

discussed the relevance o£ a number o£ variables 

"extrapolated" £rom social psychological research to the 

study o£ psychotherapy. Included among these variables are 

therapist and client expectancies regarding the eventual 

outcome o£ the process, client-perceived attractiveness, 

cognitive dissonance, and convergence. These concepts 

provide a transition to an examination o£ Frank's 
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persuasion model. 

Frank's (1961) proposal that a set o£ £actors 

distinct £rom speci£ic psychotherapy theories or 

techniques explains the outcome o£ treatment has been 

given attention in psychotherapy research. Although 

this set o£ £actors is known as "non-speci£ic"~ the term 

"non-technical" may be more accurate (Beut.ler~ 1983). 

The key point is t.hat there exist common elements in all 

psychot.herapies which Frank (1961) present.s as (a) t.he 

capacit.y o£ the therapist t.o convey positive 

expect.at.ions regarding t.he e££ect.iveness o£ t.he 

treatment.~ and (b) t.he complement.ary willingness on t.he 

part. o£ t.he client. t.o ent.er t.he therapist.'s "assumpt.ive 

world ll
• The link to the social in£luence model~ 

espeCially t.o St.rong's "second st.age ll is clear. 

Gomes-Schwartz (1978) studied the ingredients o£ 

e££ective psychotherapy and £ound that. the dimension 

called IIpatient. involvement" was much more st.rongly 

related t.o t.he outcome o£ t.he t.reat.ment. t.han were any o£ 

the measured t.herapist. dimensions~ and concluded that 

Frank's hypothesis was t.hereby support.ed. Luborsky~ 

Mintz~ Auerbach~ Christoph~ Bachrach~ Todd~ 30hnson~ 

Cohen and O'Brien (1980) £ound that. bot.h t.heir st.udy and 

the Chicago Counseling Cent.er st.udy (Fiske~ Cart.wright., 

and Kirt.ner, 1964) revealed t.hat. t.he cont.ribut.ion o£ 

.. - ._--------------------------------------------
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client pre-t~eatment status to the prediction of outcome 

was the single most powerful indicator, more important 

than any measured therapist variables. Here again 

technical and theoretical considerations and applications 

were not found to be significant in terms of outcome. 

Sloane, Staples, Christol, Yorkston, and Whipple 

(1975) confirmed the importance of client pre-treatment 

level of functioning as a predictor of outcome. Although 

client pre-treatment level of functioning does not 

necessarily translate directly to "level of expectations" 

regarding psychotherapy, it does appear more closely 

related to this aspect of Frank's formulation than it does 

to hypotheses stressing therapist and technical factors. 

The persuasion model acknowledges the import&nce of the 

client's contribution, while at the same time emphasiZing 

that it is " ••• the therapist's rather than the patient's 

beliefs, world view, values and standards of behavior that 

are the very things by which both measure improvement and 

growth" (Beutler, 1983, p. 13). The persuasion model 

emphasizes the interactional nature of psychotherapy. 

Despite the importance of client variables and 

non-technical factors in psychotherapy, most research 

has focused upon specific techniques (Ehrlich, d'Auge1li, 

& Danish, 1979; Elliott et a1., 1982; Hill, 1977; Feldman. 

Strong & Danser, 1982; Greenberg, 1979; Greenberg & 
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Clarke, 1979~ Greenberg & Dompierre, 1981~ Greenberg & 

Rice, 1981; Greenberg & Webster, 1982, Highlen & Bacchus, 

1977, Rice, 1973). Much of the remaining research has 

contrasted one theory or set of techniques against another 

(Gomes-Schwartz, 1978; Luborsky, Singer, & Luborsky, 1975; 

Sachs, 1983; Sloane, et al., 1975). The MaJor implication 

to be drawn in ~erms of the persuasion model and 

"non-specific factors" research is that it may be more 

valuable to study the factors involved in psychotherapy 

process itself than to compare one theory or set of 

techniques with another. Such research would seek those 

common factors in all approaches which work, rather than 

seeking to find which method holds a "compet.it.ive edge". 

Can Psychotherapy Produce Negative Effects? 

The fact. t.hat psychot.herapy can produce negative 

effects is another important finding in process and 

outcome research (Bergin, 1966, 1971, 1980; Bergin & 

Lambert, 1978; Shapiro & Shapiro, 1982; Smith, Glass, & 

Miller, 1980; St.rupp, Hadley, & Gomes-Schwart.z, 1977). 

However, it has been somewhat more difficult to specify 

exact.ly what therapist and client. characterist.ics and 

behaviors cont.ribute to the documented occurrence of 

negative effects (Sachs, 1983; Strupp, Hadley, & 

Gomes-Schwartz, 1977). This has led some writers to 

question the notion that psychot.herapy induces negat.ive 
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effects and to coneend instead that the number of people 

who worsen in treatment may not differ from the number of 

untreated people who "get worse" (Mays & Franks, 1980). 

Hadley and Strupp (1976) surveyed eminent 

practitioners and derived a lis~ of patient and 

therapist characteristics which the experts believed 

were related to negative outcome. A study by Sacha 

(1983) found that therapist errors in technique 

contributed most to negative indicators of outcome. 

This finding con~radicted other studies in which 

relational and involvement factors seemed to 

distinguish negative from positive outcomes, and 

technical aspects were Judged less important (Ricks, 1974.) 

Although the specific nature of the e£fect 

remains inconclusive, it seems likely that negative 

effects are a documented possibility in any form of 

psychotherapy. The main implication for research 

design appears to be that studies need to provide for 

some measures which are sensitive to the possibility of 

negative effects within the psychotherapy process. 

Is One Kind of Psychotherapy Better Than the Others? 

With an estimated proliferation of theoretical 

approaches numbering 250 (Beutler, 1983), it is no 

surprise that a great deal of the literature is 

concerned with comparative tests of different theories. 



However, despite the assertions o£ their various 

proponents, the evidence seems to show that there are 

£ew distinguishable di££erences in theories in terms 
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o£ e££ectiveness (Bergin & Lambert, 1978; Luborsky, 

Singer & Luborsky 1975; Meltzo££ and Kornreich, 1970; 

Shapiro & Shapiro, 1982). Although some contest these 

conclusions vigorously (Rachman, 1971; Wilson and 

Rachman, 1983), and while some evidence £avors cognitive 

and behavior therapies (Shapiro & Shapiro, 1982, 1983; 

Smith, Glass, & Killer, 1980), there is by no means 

reasonable grounds to conclude that these results 

demonstrate "superiority" £or cognitive and behavioral 

methods (Smith, Glass, & Miller, 1980). 

In what has been characterized as " ••• perhaps 

the best comparative study o£ psychotherapy yet carried 

out ..... (Bergin and Lambert, 1978), Sloane et al. (1975) 

concluded that their results could not be taken as a 

demonstration o£ the superiority of behavior therapy. 

Without dwelling on this point, it seems sa£e to draw a 

maJor implication for psychotherapy research: Studies 

which use Just one form of psychotherapy can make 

meaningful contributions to our understanding of the 

relationship between process and outcome, an implication 

consistent with those suggested earlier regarding the 

persuasion model, the client-centered hypothesis, and the 
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social-in£luence hypothesis. 

Review o£ the Literature: 
Summary and Implications 

The preceeding review o£ the literature has 

surveyed a number o£ important questions and 

controversies which have surrounded research in the area 

o£ psychotherapy process and outcome, and has drawn some 

relevant implications £or research design in this area. 

The central issue £rom which all others arise is the one 

presented by Eysenck (1952) which still remains 

controversial (Bergin & Lambert, 1978; Wilson & Rachman, 

1983; Zilbergeld, 1982). It revolves quite simply around 

the £ollowing questions: Ooeo psychotherapy work? Does 

it produce changes beyond those which normal social and 

interpersonal environments produce? The most reasonable 

conclusion that can be drawn £rom the literature is that 

psychotherapy does help people (Bergin & Lambert~ 1978). 

This conclusion does not discount the probability that 

normal social environments do include people who act as 

helpers and e££ect change without practicing 

psychotherapy (Bergin & Lambert, 1978). People seek 

psychotherapy in the absence o£ such help£ul contacts in 

their own lives, and the weight o£ the evidence is that 

psychotherapy helps people £aster and more predictably 

than no therapy. 
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Research efforts are needed which explore both 

the absolute benefits derived from psychotherapy and the 

origins of these benefits in terms of both client and 

therapist contributions. The present study explored 

the psychotherapeutic process itself with the hope 

of differentiating some factors within its context 

which contribute to positive outcome. It is accepted 

that the psychotherapeutic process is helpful, but 

differentially so, and that it can yield negative 

effects (Bergin & Lambert, 1978; Hadley & Strupp, 1976; 

Sachs, 1983; Smith, Glass, & Miller, 1980). However, 

the literature examining the interactional process 

between therapist and client is not as well-established 

ss the body of research concerning either therapist or 

client separately. The present study examined the 

interaction between therapist and client and attempted 

to differentiate some important variables in this 

interactional context with regard to their possible 

effects on the outcome of psychotherapy. 

Significance of the Study 

At the risk of introducing more confusion into a 

research area which is characterized by inconclusive 

results, this study utilized a methodology which is 

unusual in studies of psychotherapy process. By studying 

single cases and providing for five replications, there 

- -- -- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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was an attempt to seek more understanding o£ what occurs 

in the £ace-to-£ace encounter o£ a particular therapist 

with a particular client~ while at the same time 

attempting to discover commonalities across several 

therapeutic dyads. While the external generalizability is 

limited based upon so £ew cases~ the prospect o£ 

continuing this methodology with many more clients and 

therapists is encouraging in terms o£ generalizability and 

clinical signi£icance. The importance o£ establishing 

clinical signi£icance rather than simply relying upon 

statistical signi£icance is emphasized in this study~ and 

is consistent with Barlow's (1981) recommendations and 

those o£ 3acobson~ Follette~ and Revenstor£ (1984). 

Although the study did depart £rom previous 

approaches to psychotherapy process-outcome research in 

important ways, it was at the same time based upon an 

existing body o£ research in the £ield. The study drew 

upon the work o£ Strupp and his colleagues (Gomes

Schwartz, 1978; Gomes-Schwartz & Schwartz~ 1978; 

O'Malley, Suh, & Strupp, 1983; Sachs, 1983; Strupp & 

Hadley~ 1979; Strupp~ Hartley~ & Blackwood, 1974), 

Orlinsky and Howard (1967), Kiesler (1969), and Stiles 

and his colleagues (Stiles, 1980~ 1984; Stiles & Snow, 

1984). By drawing upon previous work, the study sought 

to contribute to an established research direction, and to 



avoid wasting time and energy developing new instruments. 

Research Questions and Hypotheses 

Three research questions were selected £roa the 

large set o£ possible questions suggested by the review 

o£ the literature. These questions and six hypotheses 

derived £rom them are presented in the £ollowing section. 

Stiles# (1980) suggestion that psychotherapy process

outcome research be conceptualized in two in£erential 

steps--session process to session impact or outcome, and 

session impact to overall treatment outcome--provided a 

£ramework £or the £ormulation o£ the research questions 

and hypotheses. 

Question 1: 

Is there a relationship between psychotherapy 

process dimensions and the immediate outcome o£ each 

psychotherapy session? The £ollowing hypotheses were 

developed in order to answer this question: 

Hypothesis 1: There is a signi£icant positive 

relationship between levels o£ patient participation and 

exploration on the one hand, and measures o£ client 

session outcome on the other. 

Hypothesis 2: There is a signi£icant positive 

relationship between therapist process variables-

therapist-promoted exploration and therapist-perceived 

28 
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session depth-- on the one hand and client session outcome 

on the other. 

Hypothesis 3: There is a signi£icant positive 

relationship between client depth of experiencing within 

the session and session outcome. 

Question 2: 

What relationships exist between psychotherapy 

process dimensions and the eventual treatment outcome? 

Two hypotheses were developed to answer this question: 

Hypothesis 4: High levels of patient 

participation and exploration and therapist depth and 

exploration are related to positive treatment outcome. 

Hypothesis 5: Client depth o£ experiencing 

is significantly positively related to eventual treatment 

outcome. 

Question 3: 

Are there dif£erences between therapists who use 

the same Focused Expressive treatment model in terms of 

both process dimensions and client outcome measures? One 

hypothesis was developed to answer this question. 

Hypothesis G: It was hypothesized that 

there would be significant differences between the two 

therapists in terms of session process dimensions 

and that these differences would be reflected in outcomes. 
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Definitions 

In this section the client and therapist 

variables proposed for inclusion in this study will be 

theoretically and operationally defined. Instruments 

will be named in this effort, but more information 

regarding their validity, reliability, and details of 

administration and scoring will be reserved for the 

method section. These definitions are divided into two 

categories: client variables and therapist variables. 

In addition, the variables are classified as either 

process or outcome measures. 

Client Variables 

Patient Participation. Theoretically, the 

term ··Patient Participation" which appears often in this 

study refers to the client's demonstrated behavior in 

taking an active part in the psychotherapy process, 

verbally, cognitive1y, and attitudina11y. Operationally, 

Patient PartiCipation will be assessed using Judge

derived ratings based upon the "Patient Participation" 

sub-scale of the Vanderbilt Psychotherspy Process 

Scale (VPPS) (O'Malley, Suh, & Strupp, 1983; 

Strupp, Hartley, and Blackwood, 1974). 

Patient Exploration. Patient Exploration is 

the process of self-exploration in which the client 

examines " ••• the feelings and behaviors associated with 

- -- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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problemat.ic areas of his li:£e" (Egan, 1975, p. 35). 

Operat.ionally, Pat.ient. Explorat.ion is defined here as 

t.he rat.ing on t.he "Pat.ient. Explorat.ion·· sub-scale of t.he 

~ already ment.ioned above. 

Client Dept.h of Experiencing. Theoret.ically 

Dept.h of Experiencing means t.he ..... gut.s-level sense or 

felt. meaning of t.hings" (Klein, Mat.hieu, Gendlin & Kiesler, 

1969). Client. Dept.h of Experiencing is operat.ionally 

defined for t.he purposes of t.his st.udy as t.he Judge-rat.ed 

IIDept.h of Experiencing" based upon t.he Experiencing 

Scale (Klein et. al., 1969). 

Client pre-t.reat.ment. st.at.us. The phrase 

"client. pre-t.reat.ment. st.at.us" represent.s a composit.e of 

personalit.y, social, behavioral and somat.ic fact.ors 

which exist. prior t.o t.reat.ment.. Operat.ionally, client. 

pre-t.reat.ment. st.at.us was assessed using a number of 

inst.rument.s administ.ered prior t.o t.he onset. of 

psychot.herapy. Included among t.hese were t.he Eysenck 

Personalit.y Inventory (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1963), t.he 

SCL-90R (Derogat.is, Rickles, & Rock, 1976), t.he 

Kat.z AdJust.ment. Scale (Kat.z & Lyerly, 1963), and a 

measure of int.ensit.y of pain, t.he Visual Analogue Scale 

developed by t.he Sout.hwest. Art.hrit.is Cent.er. All of t.hese 

measures were also available for t.he overall assessment. of 

client. out.come. 
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Unconditional regard. empathy and congruence. 

Client-perceived levels of these variables were defined 

theoretically as proposed by Rogers (1957). Congruence, 

a term used interchangeably with "genuineness", refers 

to an interaction in which the therapist ..... is freely 

and deeply himself, with his actual experience 

accurately represented by his a'wareness of himsel£" 

(Rogers, 1957, p. 97). Unconditional positive regard 

is the extent to which •• ••• the therapist finds himself 

experiencing a warm acceptance o£ each aspect o£ the 

client#s experience" (Rogers, 1957, p. 98). Empathy 

involves sensing ..... the client#s private world as if 

it were your own, but without ever losing the #as if' 

quality" (Rogers 1957, p. 99). These conditions of 

therapeutic change are operationally defined as the 

client scores on the Barrett-Lennard Relationship 

Inventory (Barrett-Lennard, 1964) which includes 

sub-scales for each o£ these dimensions. 

Client-perceived Session Depth. Client 

Depth describes the extent to which the client 

experiences the sessions as thought-provoking and 

influential in terms o£ handling difficult areas for the 

client. Client depth was conceptualized as a session 

process ingredient in terms o£ the hypotheses o£ this 

study. 
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Clien~-perceive4 Session Smoo~hness. Clien~ 

Session Smoo~hnesa occurs in sessions which ~he clien~ 

feels have gone easily and comfor~ably, bu~ no reference 

is made ~o depth or confron~ive value. Clien~ Dep~h and 

Smoothness are opera~ionally defined according ~o ratings 

of ~he sessions made by the clients immedia~ely after the 

sessions, using the Session Evalua~ion Ques~ionnaire 

(Stiles, 1980). Client Smoothness, like Client Depth, 

was utilized as a session process dimenaion in ~hia 

study. 

Clien~ ou~come. The wide varie~y of me~hods 

for assesaing ou~come in psycho~herapy can be divided 

in~o two broad ca~egories: (a) improvement ratings, and 

(b) change measures (Beu~ler & Crago, 1983). The former 

involves pos~-treatment ratings of improvemen~ in 

psychotherapy while the lat~er involves comparing client 

pre-~rea~ment and post-trea~ment sta~us on scores 

derived from personali~y inventories or o~her 

instruments. Change measures were derived in this study 

using the instruments men~ioned above under "Clien~ pre

treatmen~ sta~us". In 8ddi~ion, a measure of aession

by-seSSion clien~ ou~come was derived from scores on the 

"Positive Feelings" subscale of the SEQ (Stiles, 

(1980). Operationally, this scale is based upon the 

client's response to the following seman~ic differential 

--- -- ---- ---------------------------------------



pairs: sad-happy~ angry-pleased~ uncer~ain-defini~e~ 

afraid-confiden~: unfriendly-friendly~ Joyless-Joyful. 

ImprovGmen~ ra~ings were alao used following ~he forma~ 

developed by Beutler and Crego (1983) as source of 

information on subJec~ive self-perceived client outcome. 

Therapist Variables 

Therapist Exploration. Therapist Explora~ion 

refers ~o ~he degree ~o which ~he therapist is 

successful in eliciting a aubstan~ial amoun~ of clien~ 

talk abou~ self and disclosure abou~ feelings, 

experiences, and though~s. Therapist Exploration is 

defined opera~ionally as Judges' ra~ings on ~he 

IITherapist Explora~ionll sub-scale of the VPPS 

(S~rupp, et al, 1974). 

Therapist Depth and Smoothness. These 

process dimensions are ~heore~ically parallel ~o ~heir 

client-related coun~erparts defined earlier. Their 

operational defini~ions are based upon ~he Session 

Evaluation Ques~ionnaire (S~iles, 1980) which ~he 

~herapists completed following each session. 

Summary 

Fundamen~al ques~ions in psycho~herapy research 

were presented in ~erms of key con~roversial ~opics. 

These controversies focus upon whe~her psycho~herapy 
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works at all. and i£ so what ingredients contribute to 

its e££icacy. and whether or not it can be harm£ul. The 

literature surrounding these controversies was reviewed 

and evidence was presented that psychotherapy does have 

documented e££ectiveness. Given an acceptance o£ this 

evidence. a key question becomes that o£ the 
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relationship between psychotherapy process and outcome. 

The present study was introduced as an attempt to use a 

data-intensive single-subJects research design with six 

clients whose sessions o£ Focused Expressive Psychotherapy 

were audiotaped and analyzed using several measures o£ 

psychotherapy process described in the literature. 

Research questions and hypotheses were presented and 

key terms were theoretically and operationally de£ined. 



CHAPTER 2 

METHOD 

Since this study was essentially exploratory in 

nature, £lexibility in the design and analysis was 

important in order to contribute optimally to the body 

o£ research in psychotherapy process and outcome. In 

the preceding section, relationships among various 

process and outcome variables were hypothesized, but no 

attempt was made to suggest csusality, because the 

process variables occur within the ··natural setting" o£ 

the psychotherapeutic intersction and there£ore cannot 

be "manipulated" in the research design. Since the 

independent variables cannot be manipulated, this is 

by de£inition a correlational and not an experimental 

design (Minium, 1978). 

Design 

The design was conceptualized in three di££erent 

ways, all o£ which were use£ul in examining the 

hypotheses: (a) Primarily, the study involved a 

replicated (a=6) single-subJects ABA design in which 

many data points exist £or each subJect, and subJects 
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serve as their own controls (Hersen & Barlow, 1976, 

Kazdin, 1982). (b) The study also involved a single

group repeated measures design with a group size o£ aix. 

(c) Finally, there was a between-groups aspect because 

each therapist treated three subJec~s. This deSign 

allowed £or the possibility o£ di££erences between the 

two therapists in terms o£ their application o£ the 

Focused Expressive model. All three conceptualizations 

£all within the broad category o£ time-series research. 

and have inherent strengths and weaknesses in terms o£ 

internal and external generalizability. These £actors 

have been extensively discussed elsewhere (Kratochwill, 

1978). 

One point emphasized by several writers haa been 

that replication is the essence o£ scienti£ic inquiry 

and generalizability (Kazdin, 1982: Kratochwill, 1978). 

While the present study when viewed as a single-group 

repeated measures design is quite limited in traditional 

external generalizability because it the sample is small 

and may be unrepresentative, it assumes considerably 

more impact when viewed as one intervention studied 

six separate times. 

SubJects 

Six £em8les between the 8ges o£ 26 and 68 were 

subJects in this study. Seversl criteria were used 

in the original selection to insure 8 relatively 
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homogeneous group composed o£ people with active 

rheumatoid arthritis. Comprehensive medical screening 

was included to veri£y actual rheumatoid arthritis 

status. This homogeneity in terms o£ medical condition, 

sex and age range provided controls £or these variables 

in the study. These six participants were randomly 

assigned to one o£ two therap~sts, both experienced 

in the use o£ Focused Expressive Psychotherapy (Note 3). 

The systematic protocol developed £or this therapy was 

£ollowed to control £or di££erences in treatment style 

and approach. The e££ectiveness o£ this attempt to 

attain homogeneity in treatment approach was tested by 

the hypothesis o£ "no di££erence" between the two 

therapists on measures o£ both process and outcome. 

Choice o£ SubJects: Rationale 

Possible links between physical and 

psychological pain have received attention in 

biochemical, medical and psychological disciplines £rom 

a theoretical, and to a lesser extent, research point o£ 

view. MaJor reviews have examined psychological £actors 

in hypertension and coronary heart disease (Diamond, 

1982) and in rheumatoid arthritis (Ho££man, 1974: Wol££, 

1971). Ho££man concluded that the typical rheumatoid 

arthritis su££erer combines a number o£ characteristics 

including repressed emotional expression, di££iculty 

expressing anger and hostility, and dependency and 



emotional instability. Research has not established a 

causal link with regard to any of these personality 

dynamics, but their association with rheumatoid 
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arthritis suggests that they deserve close attention in 

any attempt, medical or otherwise, to mitigate the 

ef£ects o£ the disease. Given an association between the 

physical and the psychological £8ctors involved in 

rheumatoid arthritis, there·are many questions raised 

with regard to the possibility o£ psychotherapeutic 

intervention as one aspect o£ an improved treatment 

combination £or the disease. This possibility is being 

investigated in the context o£ a research proJect of 

which this study is a part (Note 1; Note 2). Within the 

existing design, a comprehensive data collection process 

provided the opportunity to investigate some aspects o£ 

the psychotherapeutic process and their relationship to 

outcome in Focused Expressive Psychotherapy (Note 3) 

with rheumatoid arthritis patients. Further in£ormation 

regarding the within-subJects treatment-outcome design 

o£ this research is available elsewhere (Engle, 1985; 

Oro-Beutler, 1984). 

Instruments 

This study involved both a descriptive and an 

in£erential aspect. The same measuring instruments were 

used in both. For the purposes o£ this study it was 

necessary to utilize measures o£ the psychotherapy 



process, as well as measures o£ i~s ou~come. The 

£ollowing discussion of procesa (independen~ or 

predictor) variables and ou~come (depend.n~ or 

predic~ed) variables is presen~ed in order ~o £ur~her 

clari£y ~he dimensions involved in ~his study. 

Process Measures 
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The Vanderbil~ Psycho~herapy Process Scale 

(Strupp e~ al., 1974) provides £or r&~ing an en~ire 

psycho~herapy session from ~he viewpoin~ o£ a clinical 

observer. It has also been adap~ed £or use wi~h 

selec~ed segmen~s o£ psycho~herapy sessions 

(Gomes-Schwartz, 1978). Factor analysis o£ the 

ins~ru.en~ (Go.es-Schwar~z and Schwar~z, 1978) yielded 

seven fac~ora. Subsequen~ £ac~or analyses (O'Malley, ,Suh, 

& Strupp, 1983: Suh, O'Malley & Strupp, In press) have 

resul~ed in eigh~ factors which are listed below along 

with ~he interrater reliabilities reported by 

Gomes-Schwar~z (1978). (In~errater reliabili~ies are 

unavailable £or ~he scales not identi£ied by 

Gomes-Schwartz--Patient Psychic Distress and Pa~ient 

Dependency.) (a) Patient Exploration, £= .88, (b) 

Therapis~ Explora~ion, ~a.93, (c) Pa~ient 

Participation, ~~.76, (d) Therapist Warmth and 

Friendliness, ~=.60, (e) Patient Hos~ili~y, £=.82, 

(£) Nega~ive Therapia~ A~titude, ~~.83, <g) Pa~ien~ 

Psychic Dis~ress, and (h) Patien~ Dependency. Orlinsky 
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and Howard (1978) pointed out that there are three 

di££erent perspectives on the psychotherapy process--the 

therapist#s~ the client#s and the outside observer#s. 

The Venderbi1t Psychotherapy P·rocess Scale (~) 

provides a reliable instrument £or assessing the laeter~ 

and its validity appears adequate £or use in the study 

o£ psychotherapy process (Gomes-Schwartz~ 1978). 

Possible limitations o£ the ~ suggested 

that other measures were also needed. It was somewhat 

awkward to use as it consists o£ 80 items and required a 

considerable amount o£ time to do the ratings. Also the 

use o£ raters or Judges always raises the question o£ 

interrater reliability. Some o£ the reliabi1ities listed 

above are excellent~ while some are rather low. This 

study assessed interrater reliability on the data 

collected~ and did not rely on previously established 

reliabi1ities. The ~ has not been widely used 

as yet and reliability has not been £irmly documented. 

Finally the ~ provided £or Just one perspective 

on the ps~chotherapy process~ that o£ the outside 

observer. It was decided that oeher perspectives were 

important to study, and there£ore other measures were 

also utilized. 

These three perspectives have been shown to be 

di££erent in the literature (Orlinsky and Howard~ 1978; 

Gurman, 1977). These di££erences made it important to 



use measures tapping all three perspectives. The two 

instruments which were chosen for this were the 

Session Evaluation Questionnaire (Stilea~ 1980) and 

the Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inyentory (Barrett

Lennard~ 1964). 
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The Session Evaluation Ques~ionnaire (Stilea~ 

1980) includes four scales which emerged as separate 

dimensions in psychotherapy session ratings baaed upon 

factor analysis (Stiles~ 1980; Stiles & Snow~ 1984). 

These are "Depth"~ "Smoothness"~ "Positive Feelings'" and 

"Emotional Arousal'". The scale is designed to be used 

by both the therapist and the client. It consiets of 

24 bipolar adJective pairs presented on a 7-point 

continuum. Although relatively untested in terms of 

reliability and validity~ there appears to be soae 

avident concurrent validity with tha much longer 

Therapy Session Report (Orlinsky and Howard~ 1967) 

with factor analysis of both instruments producing two 

main factors~ depth and smoothness (Stiles~ 1980). An 

outstanding advantage of the Session Evaluation 

Questionnaire in selecting it for use in this study 

is its ease of administration~ as it takes only about 

two minutes for the therapist or client to complete. 

In this study, both the therapists and the clients 

completed the Session Evaluation Questionnaire 

at the end of each session. A total of 12 sessions of 

-- _._._-----------------------------------------



the 38 held with the six subJects could not be rated 

because this scale was introduced a£ter the treatment 

had already begun. 

The Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory 
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has been £requently and extensively used in psychotherapy 

research related to client-perceived levels o£ 

therapist-o££ered £acilitative therapeutic conditions, 

as de£ined earlier (Gurman, 1977). It has been called 

the most promising available instrument £or assessing 

the client's view o£ the "therapeutic conditions" 

presented by Rogers (Orlinsky and Howard, 1978: Gurman, 

1977). It measures the client'. perception o£ the 

therapist-o££ered level o£ regard, unconditionality o£ 

regard, empathy, and congruence. In this study, the 

Relationship Inventory will provide an additional 

source o£ in£ormation regarding the client's view o£ the 

therapist's e££ectiveness, and will be compared to the 

~ and the ~ to examine similarities and 

di££erences in client, therapist and observer 

perspectives. Additionally, it will provide a 

contribution to research regarding Gurman's (1977) 

conclusion that outcome has been much more strongly 

related to client-rated £acilitative therapeutiC 

conditions than to Judge-provided ratings o£ the same 

conditions. In a sense this contributes to the research 

regarding Rogers' (1937) hypothesis. 
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The Experiencing Scale (Klein, et al, 1969) 

assesses the client's inward depth o£ experiencing fro. 

the perspective o£ trained raters. It yields a depth o£ 

experiencing score ranging from one, a very superficial 

level o£ experiencing self and feelings, to seven, a 

very consistent congruent level o£ experiencing. In the 

present study, the Experiencing Scale provided an 

observer report regarding the client's depth o£ 

experiencing. As such this score can be utilized as an 

independent variable, a client-contributed effect on 

outcome. Alternately, the score can be considered as a 

dependent variable, a measure o£ how close the client 

has come to exploring and expressing her most 

distressing or intense feelings. 

In the model o£ psychotherapy used in the 

present study, a high priority is placed on immediate 

expression o£ unresolved feelings, particularly hostile 

and angry ones, as an avenue for change and as an 

indicator o£ change. The avenue for change is analogous 

to the use o£ the depth o£ experiencing measure as an 

independent variable while the indicator notion suggests 

the dependent aspect. 

In multidimensional studies such as this one, 

the selection o£ independent and dependent variables is 

often a somewhat arbitrary process mediated by the 

nature o£ the research questions (Tabachnick & Fidell, 
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1983). In this study, depth of experiencing served as 

an independent or predictor variable in terms of other 

outcome measures, and also constituted an outcome 

measure in itself, an application which has been 

illustrated by Greenberg and Clarke (1979) as well as by 

Klein et ale (1969). 

The use of this· scale required the training of 

three raters according to the format suggested by the 

Klein et ale manual. That clinically naive raters can 

be reliably trained in its use was demonstrated by 

Klein et ale and interrater reliablilties were reported 

ranging from .70 to .91 (Kiesler, 1969). This level of 

reliability is very acceptable, and interrater 

reliability was checked in the present study using the 

intraclass correlation coefficient (Ebel, 1951). 

Construct validity of the Experiencing Scale 

traces its origin to the client-centered orientation and 

the early work of Gendlin and Rogers. Klein et ale (1969) 

cited studies which found that the Experiencing Scale 

discriminated between more successful and less 

successful psychotherapy clients. 

Outcome Measures 

The importance of providing adequate measures of 

psychotherapy outcome has been thoroughly addressed in 

the literature (Beutler & McNabb, 1981; Parlof£, Waskow, 

& Wolfe, 1978; Garfield, 1981; Waskow & Parlof£, 1975; 
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Bergin & Lambert, 1978). Gar£ield (1981) presented £our 

main sources o£ variation in terms o£ outcome--the 

therapist, the client, the interaction between therapist 

and client, and the nature o£ the outcome measures used. 

Along siailar lines, Bergin and Lambert (1978, pp. 171-

176) made several recommendations in terms o£ £uture 

studies o£ psychotherapy outcome: (a) Multidimensional 

designs should be used. (b) Measures o£ both internal 
, 

and external change should be included. (c) Change 

measures should include an attempt to assess behavioral 

or situational change as well as traditional personality 

assessment approaches. (d) Change criteria should be 

individualized, that is based upon change Judged 

appropriate £or a speci£ic client with speci£ic needs. 

The present study included these recommendations in its 

selection o£ outcome measures. 

The SCL-9QR (Oerogatis et al, 1976, 1983) 

was derived £rom the Hopkins Symptom Checklist and 

includes nine scales o£ client £unctioning: (a) 

interpersonal sensitivity, (b) obsessive control, (c) 

anxiety, (d) depression, (e) hostility, (£) psychoticism, 

(g) paranoid ideation, (h) somatic symptoms and (i) 

overall adJustment. There are also three global indices 

which provide summary measures regarding level o£ 

psychological distress. Research has shown the 

SCL-9QR to be sensitive to change in studies such as 
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this one (Derogatis, 1983) and it has been used widely, 

along with its predecessor the Hopkins Symptom 

Checklist in applications which required some measure 

o£ psychological change. 

Derogatis (1983) reported internal consistencies 

(coe££icient alpha) ranging £rom .77 to .90 and 

test-reteat reliabilities o£ .78 to .90. Validity 

studies have included comparison studies showing the 

SCL-90R to have convergent validity with the ~ 

(Derogatis, Rickles, and Rock, 1976). In 1973, Waskow 

and Parlo££ recommended the Hopkins Symptom Chegklist 

£or inclusion in all studies o£ psychotherapy outcome. 

The SCL-90R (1976), an updated version, wae later 

developed and was a logical choice as one outcoae 

measure in the present study. 

The Katz AdJustment Scale (Katz & Lyerly, 

1963) provided a measure o£ client outcome £rom the point 

of view of a signi£icant person who is close to the 

client, usually a spouse or other relative. It was 

administered in a pre-post format, once be£ore therapy 

began, and once a£ter it ended. It was one o£ two 

instruments recommended £or all psychotherapy outcome 

research £or assessing the perceptions o£ signi£icant 

others in the NIMH report (Waskow & Parloff, 1975) and ita 

inclusion here is consistent with the concept 

multidimensionality o£ outcome assessment (Bergin & 

---- ----- -----------------------------------------------
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Lambere, 1978). Ie also fulfills ehe need eo assess 

psychoeherapy process and ouecome fro. several different 

perspeceives (Orlinsky & Howard, 1978) and has been 

ideneified as a promising device £or inclusion 

in psychoeherapy research (Bergin & Lambert, 1978). 

Additional measures were available regarding 

time spene in pain and the severity of pain. These were 

derived from the Visual Analogue Scale which 

presents the respondent with ewo 100 millimeter lines 

representing two continua from 0 to 100. The first asks 

that the sUbJect indicate the intensiey of pain on ehe 

continuum with 0 representing "no pain" and 100 "extrem. 

pain". The second line represenes percentage of ehe 

time spene in pain from 0 ("pain free") to 100 percent 

of the time. In this fashion a high score represents 

high levels of pain, while a low score represents very 

little pain. These physical pain measures were considered 

important in working with the specialized population 

included in this study, since an imporeant part of their 

symptom picture involved chronic pain. These pain 

measures were obtained from the Southwest Arehritia 

Center where they are in current use. They were also 

used in an earlier study which was part of this overall 

research proJect (Engle, 1985). 
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Procedure 

The data £or this study ware collected as part 

o£ the broader research proJect (Note 1; Note 2). The 

Focused Expressive Psychotherapy sessions were audiotaped. 

These tapes provided the basis £or rating the client 

Depth of Experiencing (Experiencing Scale) and 

seversl other psychotherapy process variables 

(Vanderbilt Psychotherapy Process Scale). 

In addition to the audiotaping, clients completed 

the physical pain meaaures ba£ora and a£ter each 

seasion, and were also given the SCL-90R prior to each 

session as well aa during the baseline and follow-up 

periods. Both client and therapist completed the 

Session Evaluation Questionnaire at the conclusion of 

each session. At the termination of the ten-sesaions 

of psychotherapy, the clients were given the 

Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory. The Katz 

AdJustment Sgole was completed by someone close to the 

client once before therapy began and once at its 

conclusion. 

Training Raters 

Three raters were trained in the use of the 

Experiencing Scale and three others in the use of the 

~. Although this involved a significant commitment 

of time and energy on the part ~f the raters, they 

--- -- -.------------------------------------------



received no financial compens8~ion and declined ~he 

op~ion of receiving academic credi~ in ~heir ma8~er'a 

program commenaura~e wi~h ~heir ~ime and energy 

invea~m.n~. Two aepara~e groups of ra~.ra were needed 

in order ~o elimina~. confusion in a~~emp~ing ~o learn 

~~o ra~ing scales a~ ~he asme ~ime. as well aa ~o 

preven~ confounding of ra~er and cons~ruc~ variables. 

Training was considered comple~e when interrater 

reliabili~ies on bo~h ins~ru.en~a a~~ained levels 

commenaurate with those reported in the literature for 

~heae ~wo ina~rumen~a. The in~erra~er reliabili~ies 

obtained during the latter phase of training averaged 

.70 or grea~er. 

Sampling Plan 
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Given the real possibili~y ~hat impor~ant 

differences may exist wi~hin any par~icular 

psycho~herapy session be~ween ~he early part of the 

seasion. ~he middle par~. and the closing segment. 8 

method was chosen which made i~ possible to tes~ this 

source of variance in ra~ings of the sessions sampled in 

this s~udy. Each pyscho~her8py session audiotape was 

trea~ed the same way for sampling purposes and session 

segments were coded as to whether they represented 

early. middle. or closing por~ions of the session. In 

this way session IIstage ll could be distinguished as a 
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variable in the study. Collapsing over stages provided 

a sample of the process variables for an entire session. 

Three five-minute segments were sampled from 

each psychotherapy session aUdiotape. The first five 

minutes started Just five minutes from the beginning of 

the session and continued through ten minutes into the 

session. The second segment was taken from the five 

minutes in the exact middle of the session. and the 

final segment began ten minutes from the end of the 

session and ended five minutes from the end of the 

session. These segments were coded and wound in 

randomized order onto "sample tapes". The participating 

rater was provided no information as to the identity of 

the patient being heard. The rater heard only a series 

of code numbers which identified the segment for the 

researchers but not for the raters. The possibility 

of bias and response set was thereby minimized. The 

raters rated all segments included on the sample tapes 

and these ratings then constituted the data set £or 

analysis in the study. The sampling plan used here was 

similar to that described by O'Malley et ale (1983) 

except that the present study presented all sampled 

excerpts randomly while O'Malley et ale combined the 

beginning. middle. and ending segments together into 

fifteen minute samples which they used to represent 

the entire session • 

. - - _ .. _. ------------------------------------------



Data Analysis 

There were two broad aspects to the analysis o£ 

the data collected in this study. The £irst was 

descriptive and the second in£erential. Description 

involved a thorough presentation o£ summary statistics 

which provided basic in£ormation regarding means, 

standard deviations, and intercorrelations o£ the 

variables involved in the study. These descriptive 

statistics answered the basic question as to what levels 

o£ the measured variables characterized the six 

client-therapist pairs who participated in the study. 

Statistical in£erence is the second aspect in the 

analysis o£ the data. It sought to answer the question 

as to whether the observations available based upon the 

descriptive statistics were signi£icantly di££erent £rom 

what might be expected on the basis o£ chance alone. 

The primary means o£ data analysis used in 

generalizing £rom single cases to broader populations 

in single-case research is visual graphic analysis 

(Miller, 1985). Visual graphic analysis was chosen as 

the initial method o£ presenting the data in this study 

in terms o£ assessing the research hypotheses. Details 

o£ presentation were drawn £rom serveral sources (Hersen 

& Barlow, 1976: Kazdin, 1982; Kratochwill, 1978; Miller, 
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1985). Visual inspection refers to the use of graphs 

which show the conditions of the independent variable 

along the abscissa (including baseline conditions) and 

the dependent measure referenced to the ordinate. 

Following the visual graphic analysis, a number 

of additional techniques were utilized including 

repeated measures analysis of variance, Pearson 

correlation coefficients, and post hoc tests. 

Regardless of what method of data analysis was used, the 

goal of all statistical analyses remained the same, to 

create an understandable summary of a large amount of 

data as comprehensibly as possible. Details of each 

method of analysis for each hypothesis will be presented 

in Chapter Three. 

Summary 

The methodology employed in the study was 

presented, including three different possible ways of 

conceptualizing the design. It is 8 single-case n=l 

design with five replications, but can also be seen as 

a single-group repeated measures design or as a between 

groups repeated measures design comparing the two groups 

treated by two different therapists. Information was / 

presented regarding the six subJects including the 

rationale for the choice of chronic pain patients as 

subJects. The instruments used for assessing both the 



process and ~he ou~come variables were described and 

in£ormation on validity, reliability, and previous 

research applica~ions was preaen~ed. The procedures 

used in training ra~e~a, sampling aeasion ~xcerpta, 

and analyzing ~he da~a were ou~lined. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESULTS 

In this chapter statistical and visual graphic 

analyses will be utilized to present the results of this 

study. This presentation will be organized according to 

the research questions and related hypotheses advanced in 

Chapter One and the methods of data analysis will be 

described for each hypothesis. Interpretations_ 

conclusions_ and discussion of maJor limitations will be 

principally reserved for Chapter Four although occasional 

mention is included here of some specific limitations of 

the data analytic techniques. 

Question 1 

This question asked whether a relationship exists 

between the process dimensions of psychotherapy sessions 

and the immediate outcome of each session. The three 

hypotheses based upon this question involved process 

variables which were measured with the following three 

scales: (a) the Vanderbilt Psychotherapy Process 

Scale_ (b) the Experiencing Scale_ and (c) the 

Session Evaluation Questionnaire. The use of the 

first two scales necessitated the training of raters. 
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Three raters were trained on the VPPS and three 

others on the Experiencing Scale. Each rater 
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received approximately 25 hours o£ training. All raters 

were included in the study since the reliablilities o£ 

average ratings reached .70 or greater in all cases. When 

the training was completed~ the taped psychotherapy 

segments were rated. Three five-minute segments were 

taken from the first~ fourth~ seventh. and ninth sessions 

for each of the six subJects. The segments were taken 

from the first. middle. and final parts of each session 

following the method described by O~Nalley~ Suh~ and 

Strupp (1983). This yielded 72 five-minute segments 

which were presented to the raters in random order. 

Average interrater reliabilities are shown in 

Table 1 for each variable derived from the scales. using 

the method recommended by Ebel (1951) and Guilford (1954) 

for estimating the reliability of ratings. Variables 

which were not included in the hypotheses are not 

reported here. The reliabilities were acceptable and 

consistent with those reported in the literature for the 

two scales. 

In Table 2 split-half reliabilities are shown for 

the therapist and client ratings on the Session 

Evaluation Questionnaire utilizing Rulon~s (1939) 

formula as recommended by Guilford (1954). Generally the 

scales were internally consistent although the 
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Table 1. Average Interrater Reliablilties 

Variable Name 

Patient Participation 

Patient Exploration 

Pat.ient. Psychic Dist.ress 

Pat.ient Dependency 

Therapist. Explorat.ion 

Client Depth o£ Experiencing 

Client. Depth o£ Experiencing 

Ebel~s Intraclass 
Correlation Coe££icient 

.86 

.74 

.83 

.75 

.64 

(Mode) .81 

(Peak) .86 

Table 2. Split.-hal£ Reliabilit.y £or ~ Scales 

Variable Reliabilit.y Coe££icient 

Therapist. Dept.h .97 

Therapist Smoothness .91 

Therapist Positive Feelings .89 

Therapist Emotional Arousal .86 

Client Depth .59 

Client Smoothness .77 

Client. Positive Feelings .87 

Client Emotional Arousal .82 
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reliability of the Client Depth scale was lower than 

expecte~ based upon the literature on the scale (Stiles & 

Snow, 1984). 

Hypotheses 1, 2, & 3 

These hypotheses posited signi£icant 

relationships between five process variables--Patient 

Participation, Patient Exploration, Therapist Depth, 

Therapist Exploration, and Client Depth of Experiencing 

on the one hand, and measures o£ immediate session 

outcome on the other. Three separate approaches were 

euployed in analyzing the data involved in these 

hypotheses as follows: (a) visual graphic analysis, (b) 

correlational analysis £or the group o£ six subJects, (c) 

repeated measures analysis of variance. 

Visual graphic analysis. This was the first 

method used in examining the data relevant to Hypotheses 

1, 2, and 3. Four data points representing the first, 

fourth, seventh and ninth sessions are shown in these 

graphs. The same sessions were used in all three 

approaches to the data to insure consistency. Session 

outcome measures chosen were (a) Client Positive Feelings 

from the SEQ, and (b) the Global Severity Index from 

the SeL-gOR. Client Positive Feelings had the 

advantage of being a clear rating by the clients of their 

perceived positive feelings at the conclusion of each 

session, thus providing a meaning£ul measure of session 
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outcome. The Global Severity Index is a composite of the 

various subscales of the SCL-90R and as such provides 

a more stable estimate of both session outcome and final 

outcome than do any of the individual subscales. A 

composite outcome line was constructed by combining the 

two scales. Although the Client Poaitive Feelings and 

Global Severity were derived from two different scales 

the, SEQ and SCL-90R, respectively, they were 

significantly correlated, £(22). -.62, ~< .005. 

The composite outcome score was calculated by simply 

taking the mean of the two measures, with the 

mathematical signs adJusted to represent improvement as 

a positive score. 

The results were collapsed by therapist such that 

a visual graphic comparison could be made of session 

process and outcome for the two groups treated by the two 

different therapists. The groups treated by Therapists 1 

and 2 will be referred to as Group 1 and Group 2, 

respectively. The results are presented in Figures 1 

through 5 for the five process variables involved in 

Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3: (a) Patient Participation, (b) 

Patient Exploration, (c) Client Depth of Experiencing, 

(d) Therapist Exploration, and (e) Therapist Depth. 

A "significsnt difference" was taken to mean a 

difference beyond one standard error of measurement from 

mean across sessions as recommended in the literature 
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(Gottman & Leiblum~ 1974: Miller~ 19a5)~ while a 

··statistically reliable change II (IIRC II ) between two points 

meant a di££erence o£ plus or minus 1.96 standard error 

units £ollowing the method suggested by 3acobson~ 

Follette~ and Revenstor£ (1984). The group mean was used 

in the £igures to provide a ready comparison o£ the 

subgroup treated by one therapist with the entire group. 

This makes it evident at a glance where aubJects treated 

by one therapist stood in relationship to those treated 

by the other therapist. 

Although the results gave no consistent support 

to the hypotheses £or any o£ the hypothesized process 

Deasures~ there were some pronounced di££erences between 

the two groups in terms o£ the relationship o£ process to 

outcome. On the average the subJects were rated as 

IIparticipating" at a moderate level as measured by the 

~~ although subJects o£ Therapist 1 showed some 

rather marked £luctuations across sessions. SubJects 

treated by Therapist 2 began at a level signi£icantly 

below the mean~ -1.65 standard error units and increased 

steadily as treatment progressed~ although their £inal 

level was still below the mean. 

The results £or Patient Participation illustrate 

a measurement problem in studying process variables in 

this study. Since £irst session ratings indicate a lI£air 

amountll~ there remains little room le£t £or change in 
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subsequent sessions. This can be seen by examining the 

scale more closely. The Patient Participation (VPPS) 

items are rated on the f'ollowing scale: 10--lInot at all ll
, 

20--lIsome", 30--"f'air amount .. , 40--"pretty much", and 

50--"great deal". In terms of' Patient Participation as 

an example, the behavior of' all the subJects in this 

study was characterized by a "f'air amount.. in terms o£ 

the following sample items from the VPPS: (a) 

"actively participated in the session", (b) "took the 

initiative in bringing up the subJects that were talked 

about", (c) IIwas logical and organized in expressing 

thoughts and £eelinga", and (d) lIaeemed to trust the 

therapist ll
• Since initial levelabeginning with seaaion 

one were moderate, there was little room lef't f'or 

positive changes in terms o£ any of' the hypothesized 

process variables. 

Results for Patient Participation are shown 

in Figures 1 and 2. For subJects treated by 

Therapist 2, Patient Participation changed in a linear 

positive direction across sessions. Linear regression 

of' Patient Participation revealed a moderate correlation 

between session number and Patient Participation, 

£(8)=.52, ~<.10. For these subJects Patient 

Participation changed in the same way as did the outcome 

measures across aessions. As is clear in Figure 2, these 

subJects experienced significant improvement in terms o£ 
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the composite outcome •• asure composed of Poeitive 

Feelings and Global Severity. These results provide soae 

support for Hypothesis 1 for Group 2. 

SubJects of Therapist 1, however, did not follow 

a pattern wherein Patient Participation was related to 

the outcome measures. There was no improvement in the 

overall measure of outcome and the pattern of changes 

across sessions for Patient PartiCipation did not reflect 

the pattern for outcome, thus providing no support for 

Hypothesis 1 in the case of Group 1. Therefore, there 

was no consistent support for the hypothesized positive 

relationship between Patient PartiCipation and session 

outcome for the six subJects, although the data suggested 

some aupport in the case of Group 2. 

Patient Exploration is derived from ratings on 

the VPPS using the same descriptive anchors as is the 

caee for Patient Participation. 3udges are asked to 

rate the patient's behavior during the excerpt on seven 

items including the following ex~mp1es: (a) IIseemed to be 

motivated for therapy··; (b) IIconcern was with how to deal 

more effectively with self and others ll
; (c) IIfocused on a 

particular problemll; (d) IItried to understand the reasons 

behind problemstic feelings of behaviorll; (e) ··talked 

about his/her feelings··. In Figures 1 and 2 it is 

evident that levels of Patient Exploration remained 

almost constant for Group 2, while levels increased 
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significantly from session 1 to session 9 (+1.88 standard 

error units) for Group 1. However, there was no 

improvement across sessions in terms of outcome. It 

appears that despite the presence of few treatment 

effects, the subJects in Group 1 were nevertheless 

engaging in an increasing level of Exploration as 

treatment progressed. Patient Exploration was 

unrelated to session outcome for Group 2. Therefore, 

the hypothesized relationship between Patient Exploration 

and session outcome was not supported. There was data 

suggesting that the group characterized by low treatment 

response (Group 1) demonstrated an increase in Patient 

Exploration across sessions, contrary to Hypothesis 1. 

In Figures 3 and 4 results for the therapist 

process measures, Therapist Exploration and Therapist 

Depth, involved in Hypothesis 2, are shown. It can 

be readily discerned that Therapist Exploration did 

not change appreciably in either group and was not 

related to the direction or magnitude of changes for 

either of session outcome measures in either Group. 

Therapist Depth, however, showed widely different 

patterns for the two groups. The Therapist Depth of 

Session Scale (SEQ) is derived from the therapist'. 

post-session report on the following items rated on a 1 

to 7 scale where 1 represents the "shallow" end: IIThis 

session was (a) bad-good, (b) worthless-valuable, (c) 



shallow-deep, (d) empty-£ull, (e) weak-power£ul, (£) 

ordinary-smooth. II The minimum score is 6 while the 

maximum is 42; these sessions averaged 32.21 with a 

standard deviation o£ 5.06. This is a high average 

£or the £our sessions, and even the average £or the 
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£irst session was nearly 30 meaning an ~verage rating o£ 

5 on a scale o£ 7 £or each item listed above. This meant 

there was very little room £or positive increases in 

Therapist Session Depth across sessions. 

Nevertheless, important di££erences are apparent 

in Figures 3 and 4. Both groups ended session 1 at low 

levels o£ Therapist Depth. Both peaked at session 7, but 

at drastically di££erent levels with Therapist 2 

reporting £ar more depth at session 7 than did Therapist 

1. The data were inspected £or the possiblility that one 

highly discrepant case, an "outlier", might account £or 

this result. However, Therapist 2 rated all three 

subJects signi£icantly above the mean, the lowest being 

+1.90 standard error units above the mean. These results 

£or Therapist Depth combine with the more conSistently 

positive session outcome £or Group 2 to support the 

hypothesized relationship between high levels o£ 

Therapist Depth and positive session outcome. 

Concurrently, the comparatively lower levels o£ Therapist 

Depth in Group 1 appear to be related to apparent lack 

o£ change in session outcome £or this group • 

.. - -------------------------------------------
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Final 
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Final 



The results for Client Depth of Experiencing 

shown in Figura 5 generally failed to confirm 
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Hypothesis 3. The levels of Experiencing were relatively 

aimilar for the two groups and generally showed no 

consistent changes aa treatment progressed. The data 

were inspected on a case-by-caae baais to rule out the 

presence of widely discrepant cases, but none were found. 

Among SUbJects in Group 1, one had a significant positive 

change between seaaions 1 and 9, one had a significant 

decline in Experiencing, and one had no change. For 

subJects in Group 2, the same patte~n was obtained, one 

significant increase, one Significant decrease, and one 

with no change. Thus the visual graphic analysis o£ 

Depth o£ Experiencing failed to provide any support for 

Hypothesis 3. 

The results of the visual graphic analyses can be 

summarized as follows: (a) There was a marked dif£erence 

in session outcome over time £avoring Group 2~ Group 1 

showed no signi£icant treatment improvement. (b) Patient 

Participation was related to measures o£ session outcome 

in the hypothesized direction £or Group 2, but not £or 

Group 1. (c) Patient Exploration was unrelated to 

session outcome £or Group 2, but increased across 

sessions for Group 1 despite negligible change in 

outcome. (d) Therapist Exploration was unrelated to 

session outcome in either group. (f) Therapist Depth 
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was related in the hypothesized direction to outcome £or 

Group 2 but not £or Group 1. (g) There were no 

relat.ionships bet.ween Client Depth o£ Experiencing and 

session outcome. 

Correlational Analyses. The results of these 

analyses~ which calculated Pearson r's between the 

hypothesized process variables and several available 

measures of session outcome are shown in Table 3. The 

unit of analysis was a subJect-session: There were six 

subJects and four sessions yielding 24 independently 

sampled segments~ or 22 degrees of freedom for the 

analysis~ across which correlations were calculated • 
. 

This approach provided correlations which answered the 

··statistical question"" connect.ed with Question 1: Is 

there a relationship bet.ween process variables and 

session outcome variables as client.s move from one 

session to the next. in t.heir treatment? 

There were five sessions for which dat.a were 

missing for the SEQ scales because the instrument was 

int.roduced aft.er t.he incept.ion of t.he st.udy. The mean 

scores for t.he several administrations of the inst.rument 

were entered in t.he missing dat.a point.a. This is an 

acceptable and conservative procedure (Tabachnick & 

Fidell~ 1983)~ the main disadvant.age of which is that. it 

tends t.o lower correlations and may t.herefore reduce 

st.at.ist.ical power. Alt.hough regression procedures could 
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have been employed to predict the missing data pOints, 

this would tend to inflate the Type I error rate by 

raising correlations. Because the analyses already risked 

Type I error in two ways, the large number of variables 

and the large number correlations, it was decided to 

utilize the more conservative route. 

There were several outcome measures available. 

The Client Positive Feelings scale (SEQ) and a 

measure of physical pain (Visual Analogue Sc,le) 

were taken at the end of each session. The Patient 

Psychic Distress and Patient Dependency scales (~) 

were rated by external trained raters and reflect the 

same time period as the process measures. The SCL-90R 

was administered before each session, and therefore the 

correlations between process measures and the SCL-90R 

Global Severity Index are time-lagged, session 1 process 

measures with session 2 SCL-90R GSI, and so forth. 

Patient Psychic Distress and Patient Dependency, 

although originating from the IIprocess ll scales were 

Judged to be more accurately classified as session 

outcome dimensions based upon an inspection of the items 

comprising the8$ two scales. 3udges rated the client on 

the same 10-50 scale described previously ranging from 

10, IInot at all il to 50, lIa great deal". Examples of 

items which contribute to the Psychic Distress Scale 

include: (a) "portrayed himself/herself as overwhelmed by 
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his/her problem"" (b) "guilt.y"" (c) "self-crit.ical"" (d) 

"depressed II " (e) "defeat.ed"" and (f) "ashamed". These 

descript.ors are suggest. a dist.ressed level of emot.ional 

£~nct.ioning and a reduced level of self-est.eem. It. was 

in t.his sense t.hat. t.he Pat.ient. Psychic Dist.ress Scale was 

concept.ualized as s' session out.come measure. 

The Pat.ient. Dependency subscala was a mor~ 

"borderline" scale" which could have been classified as 

"process"" not. "out.come"" based upon it.s name 

(Dependency). However, an inspect.ion of all six it.ems 

which are included in t.his scale revealed t.hat. t.he scale 

may be concept.ualized as a measure of immediat.e session 

out.come. The it.ems are t.he following: (a) "asked for 

advice on how t.o deal more effect.ively wit.h self and 

ot.hers"" (b) "t.ried t.o elicit. approval" sympat.hy, or 

reassurance from t.he t.herapist. .. , (c) "relied upon t.he 

t.herapist. t.o solve his/her problems", (d) t.ried t.o learn 

more about. what. t.o do in t.herapy and what. t.o expect. from 

it. .. , (e) behavior was "dependent. .. , (f) behavior was 

"deferential". Generally, high endorsement of t.hese 

items suggest.ed a session out.come in which t.he client. is 

aore passively reliant on the therapist than actively 

self-reliant. and assert.ive wit.h her feelings and 

experiences, a result which cont.radicts the goals of 

Focused Expressive Psychot.herapy. Therefore, Pat.ient. 

Dependency was employed as a session outcome measure in 
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these analyses. 

Results shown in Table 3 are summarized in the 

following paragraphs. Number o£ sessions already 

experienced was significantly positively correlated with 

Client Positive F.elings reported at the end of each 

session, ~(22)a.42, 2 <.05, a result consistent 

with the analysis of variance for Client Positive 

Feelings to be reported in a subsequent section. 

In Hypothesis 1 a link was postulated between 

high Patient PartiCipation and Patient Exploration 

and positive session outcome. The analyses revealed that 

Patient Participation correlated with reduced levels of 

Pati~nt Distress, ~(22)a -.45, 2<.05, and 

reduced Physical Pain, ~(22)= -.37, 2 <.05, both 

results consistent with the hypothesis. However, high 

levels of Patient Participation were Significantly 

correlated with high levels of General Severity, 

~(22)=.41, 2<.05, measured at the beginning of 

the next session, a result which runs counter to the 

hypothesiS. Patient Exploration was not related to any 

session outcome measure in the anticipated direction. 

High levels of Patient Exploration were significantly 

related to high levels of Patient Dependency, 

~(22)=.4G, 2<.05, a result that was opposite 

that expected in HypotheSiS 1. Although the Client Depth 

of Session measure was not included in the hypothesis, it 

--- -----------------------------------------------



Table 3. Correlations Between Session Process and 
Session Outcome Variables 

Process 
Variables 

Patient 
Psychic 
Distress 

Outcome Variables 

Patient Client Physical 
Dependency Positive Pain 

Feelings 

GSI 

Number of 
Sessions .05 .22 .05 -.13 

Patient 
Participation -.45-

Patient 
Exploration .14 

Client Depth of 
Experiencing .34 

Cl ient Depth' 
of Session -.02 

Client Session 
Smoothness .10 

Therapist 
Exploration .24 

Therapist 
Depth -.28 

Therapist 
Smoothness -.46-

.01 

-.03 

.01 

-.02 

.38 

-.14 

.10 

• ~ < .05, one-tailed test 

.- 2 < .01, one-tailed test 

-.06 

-.30 -.25 .32 

-.13 -.24 .10 

.19 -.10 

.25 

-.19 .29 -.01 

.46. .29 -.24 

.21 .08 .23 

Parentheses indicate significant results which are 
opposite hypothesized direction. IIGSI II means Global 
Severity Index. 
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did provide addieional suppore £or ehe noeion ehae 

procesa is relaead eo aaaaion ouecome. High levels o£ 

Cliene Depeh were relaeed eo high levels o£ Cliene 

Po~ieive Feelings, £(22)=.35, Q<.05. 
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Hypoehesis 2 prediceed ehae Therapise Exploraeion 

and Therapise Depeh, meaaures o£ eherapise session 

process, would be poaieively relaeed eo sesaion ouecome. 

None o£ ehe mea au rea o£ aeaaion ouecome were 

aigni£icanely relaeed eo Therapise Exploraeion in ehe 

hypoeheaized direceion. However, high levela o£ 

Therapiae Depeh were relaeed eo high levels o£ Client 

Posieive Feelings, £(22)=.46, Q<.05, a resule 

which aupporeed ehe hypoeheais. 

Hypoehesis 3 proposed a relaeionship between high 

levels o£ Client Depeh o£ Experiencing and positive 

session outcome. None o£ the correlations supported this 

hypothesis. 

In Table 3 a number o£ resulta are shown which 

are opposite the general direction expected in the 

hypotheses. For example, high levela o£ Patient 

Exploration were relaeed to high levels o£ Patient 

Dependency, £(22)=.46, Q<.05, high ratings by 

subJects o£ Session Smooehness were related to higher 

levels o£ Physical Pain, £(22)=.52, ~<.Ol, 

reported at session closing by the subJects, and high 

Patient Participation was related to high scores on 
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Global Severi~y, ~a.41, Q<.OS. There are too 

Dany of ~heae reaul~a for theD all to be explained as 

chance findings. In some cases, ~he resul~s make some 

sense and can be explained logically. For example, ~he 

fac~ ~hat Patient Participa~ion was linked to high levels 

of Global Severity could be viewed as follows: Patients 

who are in more distress con~ribu~e more to ~he session 

because they are more mo~ivated to alleviate their 

nega~ive symp~oms. The link between high Patient 

Exploration and high Dependency could be seen as highly 

dependen~ subJec~s' a~tempts to win the therapists 

involvement and protection, an explanation consistent 

with the content of the Patient Dependency scale as 

presented earlier. However, the finding that the same 

subJects who reported high levels of perceived pain at 

the close of the session also reported that the session 

was high in "Smoothness" is more difficult to interpret. 

Could this result mean that they succeeded in avoiding 

"working" on their pain by keeping the interaction 

superficial and "smooth", and therefore experienced no 

relief at session closing? Certainly this hypotheSis 

would provide grounds for further investigation, but must 

remain specula~ive based upon the da~a available here. 

Analyses of Variance. Several repeated

measures analyses of variance were run using the 

Biomedical Computer programs (BMDP) (Dixon, 



1983). The aim of these analyses was to determine if 

the same pattern of differences might exist for the 

process measures and the session outcome measures. 

Session outcome aeasures used were the Patient Psychic 

Distress and the Patient Dependency scales from the 

VPPS and the post-session subJect responses to the 

phrase "Right now I feel ..... on several semantic 

differential items which yield the Client Positive 

Feelings and the Client Emotional Arousal scales of the 

Session Evaluation Questionnaire (~) (Stiles, 

1980). Thus, both the external observer (~) and 

the client (~) perspectives were assessed. 

Process measures analyzed included the Patient 

Participation, Patient Exploration and Therapist 

Exploration scales from the VPPS, Client Depth of 

Experiencing (Experiencing Scale), and the Client 
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Depth, Client Smoothness, Therapist Depth, Smoothness, 

Positive Feelings, and Emotional Arousal scales from the 

SEQ. The independent variable was the effect of the 

number of psychotherapy sessions (Session 1, Session 4, 

Session 7, and Session 9). Session 10 was not used as 

the "final" session because it was the terminat.ion 

session and treatment effect might be confounded with 

a "termination" effect. 

In Table 4 means and standard deviations for 

these sessions are shown to illustrate the sources of the 
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effects tested in these analyses. Among session outcome 

measures u8ed~ Client Positive Feelings resulted in 

significant differences across sessions, E(3, 12)· 

6.04~ a<.Ol~ and between therapiats~ E(l~ 4)=7.75 

a< .05. Patient Dependency produced a significant 

interaction effect between therapist and session number~ 

E(3~ 12)= 42.17~ a< .05, as well as a significant 

difference between therapists~ E(l, 4)= 19.93~ 

a< .05. Among the process measures~ only Client 

Smoothness yielded significant findings. There was a 

significant difference across sessions~ F(3,12)=3.98, 

a< .05, as well as a significant session-by-therapist 

interaction effect~ E(3~ 12)= 9.58, a< .01. The 

results for the remaining variable. shown in Table 4 were 

nonsignificant. Significant findings are shown in Tables 

5~ 6~ and 7. These resulta are also relevant to 

Hypotheais 6 and will bo referred to again in that 

section. 

A Bonferroni post-hoc analysis which controls £or 

inflation of Type I family-wise error rate in repeated

meaaures designs as recommended by Myers (1979) was 

conducted on the significant analysis of variance o£ 

Client Positive Feelings while post-hoc graphic analyses 

were used to examine the interaction ef£ects (Keppel, 

1982). Results are shown in Table 8 and Figures 6 and 

7. Positive Feelings reported at the conclusion o£ 
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Table 4. Means and S~andard Devia~ions Aoross Sessions 
on Proo8sa and Ou~oome Measures 

Variable Session 1 Seasion 4 Session 7 Session 9 
(Mean/SD) (Mean/SD) (Mean/SD) (Mean/SD) 

Session Prooess: 

Patient 
Partioipation 34.8/1.8 35.7/2.4 34.2/2.8 35.2/3.6 

Pa~ient. 
Exploration 28.7/2.6 29.8/1.6 30.5/2.3 29.7/2.3 

Dep~h o£ 
Experienoing 25.8/5.5 23.5/2.6 27.3/4.9 25.0/5.3 

Client Depth 34.7/3.4 33.3/6.5 37.2/2.6 35.2/2.4 

Client 
Smoo~hnesa -i 24.8/4.0 23.0/6.6 21.2/7.9 28.8/3.8 

Therapist 
Exploration 31.2/2.3 30.3/2.0 31.0/1.1 30.0/1.8 

Ther. Dep~h 29.8/4.5 32.0/3.9 35.3/4.9 31.7/4.7 

Therapist 
Smoothness 26.0/5.5 23.0/3.6 26.0/7.1 24.5/11.5 

Ther. Posit.ive 
Feelings 30.7/4.2 32.3/3.8 35.7/3.2 33.5/1.2 

Ther. Emo~ional 
Arousal 30.7/3.2 30.3/4.2 33.7/2.9 31.5/3.2 

Session OU~90me: 

Client Posi~ive 
Feelings -m 28.812.7 28.8/2.9 30.2/4.7 36.0/3.5 

Clien~ Emo~ional 
Arousal 23.3/6.8 22.7/3.6 21.8/7.0 26.8/6.6 

Pa~ien~ Psychic 
Distress 21.7/3.5 20.0/2.0 22.2/2.5 22.0/4.7 

Dependenoy -i 14.0/1.1 14.2/2.3 16.0/1.3 15.5/1.8 

- Signi£ican~ ANOVA (m= Main E££eot; i= Interaction) 



Table 5. The Effect of Therapist and Session Number on 
Client Ratings of Session Smoothness ("Client 
Smoothness") 

Source Sums of Squares df Mean Square F 
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Therapist 63.38 1 63.38 .48 n.s. 
Error 528.83 4 132.20 

Number of 
Sessions 193.46 3 64.49 3.98. 

Therapist X 
Session 465.79 3 155.26 9.58,,-

Error 194.50 12 16.21 

- 2 < .05; 
-- Q. < .01 

Table 6. The Effect of Therapist and Number of Sessions 
on Client Positive Feelings 

Source Sums of Squares df 

Therapist 165.38 1 
Error 85.33 4 

Number of 
Sessions 

Therapist X 
Session 

Error 

210.46 

58.46 

139.33 

tf ~ < .05; "tf p <.01 

3 

12 

Mean Square 

165.38 
21.33 

70.15 

19.47 

11.61 

F 

7.75-

6.04-. 

1.68 n.8. 

- .. - ._--- ------------------------------~------



Table 7. The E££ect o£ Therapist and Number of 
Sessions on Patient Dependency 

Source Sums of Squares d£ Mean Square F 

Therapist 48.17 1 48.17 19.931f 

Error 9.67 4 2.42 

Number o£ 

82 

Sessions 17.50 3 5.83 1.58 n.a. 

Therapist X 
Sesaion 42.17 3 14.05 3.80-

Error 44.33 12 3.69 

• J;l <.05; .If J;l <.01 

Table 8. Bon£erroni-t Post-hoc Tests of Differences 
Between Keans for Client Positive Feelings Over 
Sessions 

Entries in cells indicate differences between aession 
means obtained by subtracting the value for the lower
numbered session from that for the higher-numbered one. 

Session 1 Session 4 Session 7 Session 9 

Session 1 0.00 1.33 7.17-

Session 4 1.33 7.17. 

Session 7 5.83 

Session 9 

.. J;l ( 1 , 20) <. 05 
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Client 36 

Smoot.hness 32 

28 A __ A><_ 24 
11 __ • 

20 

:6: 
16 

12 II Therapist. 1 

.6 Therapist 2 

First Fourth Seventh Final 

Session Number 

Figure 6. Post.-Hoc Analysis of Significant Int.eract.ion 
Effect Between Session Number and Therapist 
for Client Smoothness 

20 

18 

Patient 16 

Dependency 14 

12 

10 II Therapist 1 
A Therapist 2 

First Fourth Seventh 

Session Number 

Final 

Figure 7. Post-Hoc Analysis of Significant Interaction 
Effect Bet.ween Session Number and Therapist 
for Patient Dependency 



aession 9 were significan~ly higher ~han ~hose repor~ed 

at the end of both seaaion 1, ~(12)a 3.21, 2< .05 

and session 4, ~(12)= 3.43, a< .OS. The 

significant difference between ~herapists will be 

discussed in ~he section pertaining to Hypo~hesis 6. 

84 

The increase in Positive Feelings across sessions 

indica~es that ~he subJects felt increasingly poai~ive as 

the number of psycho~herapy sessions increased. "Number 

of sessions II is not a quali~a~ive measure of 

psychotherapy process, bu~ i~ does provide a basic 

measure of the amoun~ of psycho~herapy process which the 

client has experienced. 

The post-hoc graphic analyses (Figures 6 and 7) 

of Patient Dependency, a session outcome variable and 

Client Smoothness, a process variable revealed that the 

pa~~ern of differences from session ~o session varied 

depending upon which therapist was providing the 

~reatment. Patient Dependency varied li~tle across 

sessions for Therapist 2, but for Therapist 1 there was 

an apparen~ increase in Patien~ Dependency as more 

sessions were held (Figure 2). In Figure 1 it is evident 

~ha~ SUbJect-ratings of session smoo~hness declined 

moderately over ~he first, fourth, and seventh sessions 

with Therapist 2 and then rose sharply in the ninth 

session. With Therapist 1, subJects rated session 7 the 

highes~ in "Clien~ Smoo~hness", af~er which their ratings 
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dropped following session 9. On the average, subJects 

perceived the ninth ses3ion as smoother than the previous 

sessions, but the difference was statistically 

significant only between sessions 9 and 4, ~(12) = 
2.84, 2 <.05. 

Question 2 

This question, which follows the spirit of Rogers 

(1957), Strong (1968), Frank (1961) and many others ssks 

what relationships exist between psychotherapy process 

ingredients and eventual treatment outcome. The single

case approach used here is founded upon the assumption 

that session outcome is positively related to final 

outcome (Stiles, 1980). Although not formulated as an 

hypothesis, the present design al~ows for a test of this 

assumption which will be reported in this section. 

Hypotheses 4 and 5 

Two hypotheses were tested relative to this 

question. The first suggested thst there is a positive 

relationship between four process variables--Patient 

Participation, Patient Exploration, Therapist Depth, and 

Therapist Exploration-- and the treatment outcome. The 

second postulated a similar relationship between Client 

Depth of Experiencing and final outcome. 

A correlational analysis was used to teat 

these hypotheses. The reasoning was as follows: If 
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there exists a relationship between the overall process 

end its final outcome, then the direction and magnitude 

of change for the process variables will be related to 

the direction and magnitude of change for the outcome 

variables. The statistical question was then formulated 

as follows: Is there a correlation between process change 

and outcome change comparing the inception of treatment 

with its conclusion? This rather simple question led 

directly into a very controversial area in terms of 

statistical methodology, the utility or lack thereof, of 

measures of change (Beutler & Crago, 1983; Beutler & 

Hamblin, 1986; Cronbach & Furby, 1970; 3acobson, 

Follette, & Revenstor£, 1984; Kenny, 1975; Kraemer, 

1981). 

Because the literature was complex, two different 

methods were compared (Table 9): (a) analyses of 

"reliable change" (3acobson, Follette, & Revenstorf, 

1984) which involve computation of st.andardized "effect 

size" scores for each subJect, and (b) analysis of slope 

(Kraemer, 1981) which uses the slope of a given variable 

over time for each subJect. The slope is derived from 

linear regression using the process or outcome scores aa 

predicted variables, and time in treatment as the 

predict.or' variable. Although mat.hemat.ically quit.e 

di8tinct., these two approaches proved be highly 

correlated in the data of this study. In fact, aa shown 



Table 9. Correlations Between Slope Analysis Approach 
and E££ect Size Approach £or Process and 
Outcome Variablea 

Outcome Variables 

Physical Pain 

SCL-90B Scale. 

SOllstization 

Interpersonal 
Sensitivity 

Depression 

Anxiet.y 

Hostility 

Global Severit.y 

Eysenck 

Neuroticislll 

Social 
Obstreperousness 

r 

.98 

.99 

.99 

.99 

.99 

.98 

.99 

.99 

.99 

Patient Dependency .91 

Patient. Distress 

Client Posit.ive 
Feelings 

Client ElIlot.ional 
Arousal 

.84 

.89 

.93 

Process Variables 

Patient 
Part.icipat.ion 

Pat.ient. 
Explorat.ion 

Therapist. 
Exploration 

r 

.42 

.58 

.87 

Therapist Depth .96 

Therapist. 
Smoot.hness 

Therapist POSe 

.94 

Feelings .75 

Therapist. EJRo. 
Arousal .90 

Client Depth .81 

Client. 
SJRoothness .87 

Experiencing Scale 

Client Dept.h o£ .36 
Experiencing 

87 
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in Table 9, for many variables, the two approaches ware 

nearly identical. Because the approaches were so highly 

correlated, the effect size analy.i. was chosen to report 

here. Although the slope approach is intuitively 

appealing, the effect size method is more consistently 

zamiliar to researchers. 

In Table 10, correlations between process and 

final outcome are shown for the effect size analysis. 

Two variables, Overall Psychological Functioning and 

Average Percentage Gain, were derived through the 

""percentage gain"" technique (Beutler and Crago, 1983), 

rather than effect size, because they were "improvement 

ratings". The percentage gain is derived from the 

Personal Eyaluation form. On a series of 100 

millimeter lines, the subJect indicates pre-treatment 

functioning and post-treatment functioning as marks on 

the continuum which ranges zrom "severe problems"" to "no 

symptoms". The difference between pre-treatment and 

post-treatment is divided by "the amount of change 

pOSSible, given the pre-treatment rating, and this yields 

the "percentage gain" for that dimension. Average 

percentage gain simply represents the average of the 

several dimensions measured in this fashion. 

Percentage gain scores were calculated on client 

ratings of pre-treatment and post-treatment overall 
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psychological funceioning. A measure of average 

percenesge gain based upon scales eapping sexual 

adJusement, interpersonal adJustment, adaptive capaciey, 

coping with diseurbing feelinge, and dealing with 

authority was also included. Effect size. were calculaeed 

for the several SeL-90R scalea, the Eysenck 

Neuroticism, the Katz Social Obstreperousness and all the 

process scales already described in earlier analyses. 

The signs of the correlations preserve the relaeionship 

between change direceions for the two variables. 

Included in this analysis were correlation 

coefficients between imaediate seaaion outcome aeaaurea 

such as Client Positive Feelinga and the measures of 

final treatment outcome described above. These could be 

inspected to determine the validity of the assumption 

that session outcome is related to eventual tresement 

outcome. The maJor limitation of this analyses was the 

low power due to the fact that correlations calculated 

across six subJects are tested against four degrees of 

freedom, and therefore r's must be greater than .73 to 

attain statistical significance. The results below are 

therefore more likely to reJect the research hypotheses 

when they are actually true than to accept them when they 

are false. That is, the Type II error rate is likely to 

be high. 
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Table 10. Correleeion. Be~ween E££ec~ Size Meaaurea £or 
Process and Final Ou~co.e 

Ou~co.e Meaaur •• 

OPF PGA Pain CLPF GSI 

Process 
Measures 

Pa~ien~ 
Par~icipa~ion .57 .47 -.54 .10 -.08 

Pa~ien~ 
Explora~ion -.69 -.41 .37 .29 .51 

Clien~ Dep~h o£ 
Experiencing .09 .26 -.18 .41 .36 

Clien~ Session 
Dept.h -.56 -.62 .18 -.49 .47 

Clien~ Session 
SlIoo~hnesa .29 .54 .17 .60 .43 

Therapia~ 
Explora~ion .08 .25 .37 .56 .01 

Therapis~ 
Dep~h .28 .14 -.07 -.06 -.60 

Therapist. 
SlIoo~hness .83- .78- -.23 .25 .08 

- e. < .05 

Abbrevia~ions are as £ollows: (a) OPF, Overall 

Psychological Func~ioning, (b) PGA, Percen~age Gain--

Average, (c) CLPF, Client. Posit.ive Feelings, (d) GSI, 

Global Severi~y Index • 

.. _ .. _ .... -_._------------------------------------
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The results for the correlational analysia are 

shown in Table 10. Correlations among the outcome 

•• aaures appear in Table 11. Correlations between 

process and treatment outcome failed to support the 

hypotheeaa for the effect size analysis. Two 

unhypothasized significant relationships were found: High 

levels of Therapist Se.sion Smoothness were positively 

related to "percentage gain" in client ratings of Overall 

Psychological Functioning, ~(4) •• 83, R< .05, and 

to average "percent.age gain" in functioning derived from 

client ratings on six acales, ~(4)· .78, R<.OS. 

In Table 11, the correlations between m.asures 

of outcome utilized in this study are shown. The 

significant correlation between Patient Psychic Distress, 

a session-by-session outcome meaaure, and Client Overall 

Psychological Functioning, a final outcome measure, 

~(4)·-.88, R <.05, lent support to the assumption 

stated earlier regarding the two-step interential process 

(Stiles, 1980) that aession outcome is related to 

treatment outcome. The measure of Physical Pain, a 

session outcome measure, was strongly correlated with 
I 

several SCL-90R final outcome scores as shown in 

Table 11. These findings support the link between 

session outcome and £inal outcome. As is evident £rom a 

£urther inspection o£ Table 11, the outcome dimensions 

assessed by the SCL-90R are, for the most part, 
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Table 11. Correla~iona Ba~waan Seas ion Ou~co.a Measures 
and Final Ou~co.e Measures 

C.P.F. PDS. O.F. G.A. Pain SOM INT DEP ANX HOS GSI 

C.P.F. .12 .33 .69 .60 .20 .40 .45 .48 .48 .46 

PDS. -.88- .61 -.40 -.06 .23 .52 .25 -.11 .30 

O.F. .911-.24 .06 -.17 -.40 -.15 .39 -.20 

G.A. .06 .14 .05 -.10 .10 .62 .05 

Pain .14 .8S- .921 .76- .46 .69 

SOH .38 .36 .67 .56 .80-

INT .931 .931 .69 .81-

DEP .901 .55 .85-

ANX .77- .971 

HOS .70 

- e. < .05; I 2.< .01 

Abbr.via~ions are as £ollows: (a) C.P.F., Clien~ Poai~ive 
Feelings; (b) PDS, Patient Psychic Distress; (c) O.P., 
Overall Psychological Func~ioning, (d) G.A., Percen~age 
Gain--Averaga (6 scales); (e) SOM, Somatization (£) INT, 
In~erpersonal Senai~1vi~y; (9) DEP, Depression; (h) ANX, 
Anxiety; (i) HOS, Hostility; (J) GSI, Global Severity 
Index. 
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moderately to strongly correlated, suggesting that they 

do aeasure related d1mensions o£ the change process in 

terms o£ this study. In particular the Global Severity 

Index, an integrative measure combining the various 

subscales, proved to be significantly correlated with 

four o£ the £ive scales utilized here. This supported 

the use o£ the GSI aa an integrative outcome measure 

combining the various SeL-gOR subscalea. Any clear 

di££erences among individuals or subgroups in this atudy 

in terma o£ the Global Severity Index would be claar 

evidence for real dif£erences in responses to treatment. 

Qu.etion 3 

The third research question asked if there are 

di££erences between the two therapists in teras o£ both 

proce.s and outcome. The Expressive-Release model 

expecta to train therapists to a high degree o£ 

similarity in applying this form of psychotherapy and yet 

the individual differences which therapists bring with 

them into any therapeutic relationship suggest that this 

homogeneity is difficult to achieve. 

Hypothesis 6 

It was therefore hypothesized that there would be 

differences between the two therapists in terms o£ 

process variables and that these differences would be 

reflected in outcomes. The data analytic method applied 
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eo eeseing ehis hypoehes!s was mixed-design repeaeed 

meaaurea analysis o£ variance. Three relevant ANOVA's 

were reporeed earlier in Tables 4~ 5~ 6~ 7 and 8, as well 

aa in Figures 6 and 7 and will be referred eo here. 

Several addieional ANOVA's were also run in order eo 

deteraine if di££erences existed beewaen ehe ewo 

eherapises. 

In Table. 12 and 13 a summary o£ these analyses 

is provided. "Therapi.e" lReans ehae a aigni£icane 

di££erenca beeween eherapiaes was found on eha dependent 

variable. "Session" indicaees ehae ehere was a 

significant difference over eima between inieial se.siona 

and laeer onea, but no difference between therapists and 

liT X S" means ehat ehere was a significant interaceion 

effece beeween eherapise and session number. "Firae 

session II and "final saasion" indicate thae there were 

signi£icane differences beeween eherapises for ehese 

sessions, bue no signi£icane di££erences acrosa aessions. 

liN .S."" indicaee. ehae ehere were no significant findings 

for ehis variable. Aa a whole~ ehese analyaes provided 

ver.y lilllieed suppore for ehe hypoehesized difference 

between therapists, more saliently with reference eo ehe 

ouecome measures ehan eo ehe process measures. 

A. a whole the six subJects Judged aeaaion 9 aa 

significanely smooeher ehan session 4, ~(12)a2.837, 

~<.05, but this difference was almost entirely 

.... ~ -~--- ---------------------------------------



Table 12. Summary o£ Findings £or Analyses o£ Variance 
o£ Process Variables 

Process Variables Instrument Resulta 

Patient Participation 

Patient Exploration 

Client-Reported 
Depth o£ Session 

Client-Reported 
Smoothneaa o£ Sesaion 

Client Depth 
o£ Experiencing 

Empathy 

Level o£ Regard 

Unconditionality o£ Regard 

Congruence 

Therapist Exploration 

Therapist-Reported 
Depth o£ Se.sion 

Therapist-Reported 
Smoothneaa o£ Session 

Therapist Poat-Session 
Positive Feelings 

Therapist Post-Session 
Emotional Arousal 

~ N.S. 

~ N.S. 

~ N.S. 

~ Sesaion & TXS 

Experiencing 
Scale N.S. 

ISU;::E!!tt -It!!nDA£51 
B!!:lAt~gnl!b,j.p N.S. 
Iny·ntgEY (BLBI) 

WJU. N.S. 

ID:JU. N.S. 

mJU. N.S. 

~ N.S. 

~ N.S. 

~ N.S. 

~ N.S. 

N.S. 

IISession": Signi£icant di££erenc. acrosa •••• ions" 
independent o£ therapist. 

IITherapist ll
: Signi£icant di££erence between therapists. 

IITXS": Therapist-by-Session Signi£icant Interaction. 
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Table 13. SumMary o£ Findings £or Analyse. o£ Variance 
of Outcome Variable. 

Outcome Variables Results 

Client Poat-Ses.ion Positive Feelings (~) Seesion 
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& Therapist 

Client Post-Session Emotional Arousal (~) N.S. 

Percentage Gain--Average o£ 
Six Scales (Personal Eyaluation) N.S. 

Overall Psychological Functioning 
Percentage Gain (Personal Eyaluation) Session 

Patient Dependency (~) Therapist & TXS 

Physical Pain (Visual Analogue Scale) First Session 

Interpersonal Sensitivity (SOL-90R) N.S. 

General Severity Index (SOL-90R) Final Session 

IIFirat Session II • Signi£icant di££erence between 
therapists £or the first se •• ion only: 
overall analysis non-signi£icant. 

"Final Session" • Significant differenc. between 
therapists £or the final •• ssion only: 
overall analysis non-significant 

"Session" :I Significant e££ect £or number o£ s.ssions. 

"Therapist" = Signi£icant difference between therapists. 

liT X S" :I Signi£icant int.eraction e££ect. bet.ween 
therapist and number o£ aeaaions. 



accoun~ed for by ~h •• ubJec~. trea~ed by Th.rap1.~ 2, 

~hus ~he .igni£ican~ interaction effect shown in Table 

14. Thia interaction was examined graphically .a 
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reco •• ended by Keppel (1982) and ~h. re.ul~. are .hown in 

Figure 11. The •••• nce of the interaction affect 1. ~ha~ 

client. of Therapist 2 ra~.d ~h. final se •• ion of 

psycho~herapy much •• oother ~han did ~h. cl1en~a of 

Therapist. 1, wit.h seasion 7 being a ulow po1n~u in ~he 

case of Therap1s~ 2 and ~he "peak" for clien~s of 

Therapist. 1. Client. Smoo~hness was ~h. only process 

variable for which significant difference. between 

~herapi.~s were found. 

Among ~he outco.e aeaaures, a aore complex 

pattern of findings e.erged. A significant difference 

across sessions was found for Clien~ Posit.ive Feelings, 

as reported earlier (Table 7). This 1mprovemen~ occurred 

independent of t.he identi~y of ~he therapist.. However, 

at the aaae time there was a significant difference 

be~ween ~herapis~s. SubJec~s of bo~h ~herapis~s followed 

the pat~ern of increased Positive Feelings with more 

aeaaiona, but the aubJ.c~a trea~ed by Therapis~ 1 did so 

at a consistently lower overall level than did thoae 

tr.a~ed by Therapist 2. SubJec~s' ra~ings of ~heir own 

personal improvem~nt in the area of "overall 

psychological functioning" revealed s~a~ist.ically 

significant differences between pre-treatment and 

---- --------------------------------------------~ 



post-treatMent for the group of six subJects, E(1,4)~ 

26.15, 2 <.01, but no significant differences among 

subJects treated by the two therapists on this aeasure. 

SubJects treated by Therapist 1 were rated 

significantly higher in Patient Dependency by external 

raters than were the subJects treated by Therapist 2, 

E(1,4) ~19.93, 2<.05. However, this finding was 

complicated by the presence of a Therapist-by-Session 

inte~action effect, E(3,12)a3.80, 2<.05. This 
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result is shown in Figure 12. The essential feature seeas 

to be that the clients of Therapist 1 increased in levels 

of Patient Dependency across seasions while clients of 

Therapist 2 remained steady in term. of dependency over 

the course of treataent. Patient Dependency, aa measured 

by the iteas from the scale, "dependent", "deferential", 

"overt reliance upon the therapist", for exaaple, 

aeeas to define a pattern of behavior which emphasizes 

overreliance upon the therapist, an outcome which 

contradicts the assertive independent behavior pattern 

which is a goal of the expressive-release therapy model. 

It was becauae of this item content that Patient 

Dependency was conceptualized as a aession outcome 

variable rather than as s process variable. 

There were no significant findings acroaa 

aeaaions in terms of Physical Pain, Interpersonal 

Sensitivity or General Severity of symptoms. However, 



subJects treated by Therapist 1 reported significantly 

lesa pain following the first aession of psychotherapy 

than did those treated by Therapist 2, E(1,4)a31.8, 
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R<.Ol. In teras of overall severity of symptoms, 

subJect. in Therapist 2's group had significantly lower 

Global Severity Index scores following the ninth session 

of treatment than did the clients of Therapist 1, 

Ea11.33, ~<.05. 

To summarize these results, the SUbJects treated 

by Therapist 1 finished their initial session of 

psychotherapy at lower levels of physical pain, lower 

levels of session smoothness and similar levels of 

general severity, dependency, overall psychological 

functioning, and positive feelings as compared to 

subJects treated by Therapist 2. Following the ninth 

session of treatment all subJects had significantly 

improved in overall psychological functioning and 

positive feelings, but clients of Therapist 1 showed 

significantly lower levels of session smoothness, and 

significantly higher levels of dependency and global 

symptom severity as compared with the clients of 

Therapist 2. In addition, after session 9 Therapist 

l's group showed physical pain ratings equal to the other 

group, despite the fact that they were lower than 

Therapist 2's group a£ter aession 1. This pattern 

suggests that Client Session Smoothness differentiated 
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the two Therapists~ groups and that this di££erence was 

re£lected in measures o£ Patient Dependency and Global 

Severi~y. 

Summary 

The results were reported in terms o£ the 

research questions and hypotheses presented in Chapter 1. 

Data analytic techniques employed in examining these 

hypotheses were discussed. The results are summarized 

brie£ly below organized according to hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 1. 

This hypothesis suggested a positive relationship 

between two process variables--Patient Participation and 

Patient Exploration and session outcome. Although 

~nalyses o£ variance and visual graphic analysis revealed 

signi£icant positive change in session outcome as 

subJects experienced progressively more sessions o£ 

psychotherapy, the degree o£ relationship between the 

patient process measures and the decidedly positive 

session outcome was inconsistent. Signi£icant £indings 

are summarized in the £ollowing paragraphs. 

(a) SubJects ratings o£ session Smoothness 

increased as they experienced more psychotherapy 

sessions; this £inding was accompanied by an interaction 

e££ect, however, in which subJects treated by Therapist 2 

reported markedly higher Smoothness a£ter the ninth 
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session of treatment than did clients of Therapist 1. 

Cb) There was also a significant therapist-by

session interaction effect for Patient Dependency in 

which subJects in Therapist l's group increased in 

dependency with increasing numbers of sessions. while 

those in Therapist 2's group remained nearly unchanged 

across sessions. 

Cc) High levels of Patient Participation were 

significantly negatively correlated as hypothesized with 

two session outcome aeasures: Patient Psychic Distress 

and Physical Pain. 

Cd) Client-reported Depth of Session was 

positively correlated with Client Positive Feelings after 

co.pleting the session. 

Ce) Visual graphic analysis indicated that the 

two groups had very different outcome profiles favoring 

Group 2. Process measures across sessions indicated that 

the Groups differing in outcome also differed in terms of 

'process across sessions. 

Cf) The results did not support the hypothesized 

relationship between Patient Exploration and session 

outcome. 

Hypothesis 2 

A significant positive relationship was suggested 

between session outcome and two therapist process 
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variables: (a) Therapist Exploration, and (b) Therapist 

Session Depth. The results are summarized below. 

(a) Therapist Exploration was not found to be 

related to aession outcome. 

(b) High levels of therapist-reported Session 

Depth was related to high levels of post-session Client 

Positive Feelings. 

(c) Therapist Session Smoothness was negatively 

related to Patient Fsychic Distress. 

Hypothesis 3 

There was no support for the hypothesized 

relationship between Client Depth of Experiencing and 

aession outcome. 

Hypothesis 4 

This hypothesis suggested a significant positive 

relationship between final treatment outcome and four 

process variables: (a) Patient Participation, (b) Patient 

Exploration, (c) Therapist Exploration, and (d) Therapist 

Depth. Clear evidence of positive treatment outcome was 

found: Clients rated themselves much higher in overall 

psychological functioning at the end of treatment ss 

compared to the start. A significant negative 

relationship was also obtained between self-rated 

psychological functioning at treatment conclusion and 
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sesaion-by-session measures of psychological distress, 

thus supporting the inherent assumption that session 

outcome is related to eventual treatment outcome. There 

was no support for the relationship between session 

process measures and final outcome for any of the 

hypothesized variables. 

(a) Patient Participation, Patient Exploration 

Therapist Depth of Session, and Therapist Exploration 

were all process measures which resulted in no 

significant relationships with final treatment outcome. 

(b) Therapist Session Smoothness, a variable not 

involved in the hypotheses, was positively related to 

two measures of gain in psychological functioning. 

Hypothesis 5 

There were no statistically significant findings 

which supported this hypothesized relationship between 

Client Depth of Experiencing and final outcome. 

Hypothesis 6 

This hypothesis suggested that differences would 

be found between the two therapists in terms of process 

variables, and that these differences would be reflected 

in outcomes. Analyses of variance provided some support 

for the hypothesized difference between therapists, 

although the relationship between process differences and 

-----------------------------------------------
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outcome differences was difficult to establish. 

(a) Among the process measures, there was a 

significant interaction effect for therapists-by-sessions 

for Client Session Smoothness. However, since Client 

Smoothness was not highly related to either session 

outcome or final treatment outcome, it is not possible to 

infer that the several differences between the therapists 

on outcome dimensions (below) are attributable to session 

smoothness as perceived by the subJects. 

(b) There were differences between the 

therapists on several measures of outcome. SubJects 

treated by Therapist 1 ended treatment higher in 

Patient Dependency, and lower in Positive Feelings than 

did the group treated by Therapist 2. In addition, 

Therapist l's group scored significantly higher on 

General Severity of symptoms than did Therspist 2's group 

following the ninth session of psychotherapy. 

--- ----_._-------------------------------------------



CHAPTER FOUR 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study investigated the relationship o£ the 

process o£ psychotherapy to both its immediate and £inal 

outcome. The review o£ the literature revealed that 

psychotherapy research generally addresses one or more o£ 

the £ollowing questions, deceptively simple in 

appearance, yet complex in the substantive task o£ 

seeking answers: (a) Does psychotherapy work? (b) How 

does psychotherapy work? (c) Can psychotherapy produce 

negative e££ects? (d) Is one kind better than the 

others? These questions provide orientation to the basic 

conceptualization o£ this study, and are important in 

drawing conclusions, the task o£ the present chapter. 

In terms o£ the £ourth question above, this study 

used only one method o£ psychotherapy. Since little 

empirical evidence was available which established any 

"superiority" of one method over another, it was decided 

that this question was the least important o£ the £our. 

The study o£ one model can contribute meaning£ully to our 

knowledge o£ the process-outcome relationship. 

In reviewing the third question above, the 

105 
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possibility of negative effects, the documented 

possibility that these could occur led to design features 

in this study which would be sensitive to such an 

eventuality. Several standardized scalea ware 

administered often during the treatment, aome at every 

seasion, to insure reliable indicators of positive, 

negative, or negligible change. 

The first two questions above which essentially 

ask, "Does it work, and if so, how?" provided the main 

thrust of this study, and much of what follows in this 

chapter bears directly on thea. Three specific research 

questions were formulated in order to provide answers to 

the above two general questions: (a) Is there a 

relationship between psychotherapy process dimensions and 

the immediate outcome of each psychotherapy session? (b) 

What relationships exist between psychotherapy process 

dimensions and the eventual treatment outcome? (c) Are 

there differences between two therapists who use the same 

Expressive-Release treatment model in terms of both 

process dimensions and client outcome measures? 

Based upon these research questions, it was 

hypothesized that high levels of client participation, 

exploration, and depth of experiencing as well as high 

amounts of therapist-perceived session depth and 

therapist exploration would be related to favorable 

session outcomes as well as final outcomes. It was 
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£urther hypothesized that the two therapists would di££er 

in terms o£ measures o£ psychotherapy process and that 

these di££erences would be re£lected in outcomes. The 

results regarding these questions and hypotheses which 

were presented in Chapter Three will be reviewed and 

interpreted in this Chapter in £our sections: (a) 

Discussion~ (b) ~onclusions~ (c) Limitations~ and (d) 

Recommendations £or Future Research. 

Discussion 

The discussion presented here is divided into 

three parts~ corresponding to the three research 

questions presented above. These sections include the 

£ollowing: (a) Session Process and Session Outco.e~ (b) 

Treatment Process and Treatment Outcome~ (c) Di££erences 

Between Therapists. 

Session Process and Session Outcome 

Visual graphic analYSis provided some suggestive 

evidence supporting the hypotheses. However~ these 

analyses revealed that there was considerable variance 

among subJects in terms o£ treatment response with 

subJects treated by Therapist 2 showing a consistent 

positive treatment response~ while subJects treated by 

Therapist 1 showed no changes in composite outcome across 

treatment sessions. The visual graphic analyses showed 

Patient Participation and Therapist Depth were related to 
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~he consis~ent improvement in session outcome for Group 

2, but not for Group 1. These findings .ugges~ tha~ 

psycho~herapy process may vary grea~ly depending upon 

the ou~come pic~ure for a given individual or group. 

Nei~her Client Dep~h of Experiencing nor Therapi.~ 

Exploration showed any relationship to session ou~come in 

~he graphic analyses. 

Individual subJects' trea~ment response varied 

widely in ~hia s~udy, a £ac~ ~hat is not shown in ~he 

visual data since it was collapsed by group. Engle (1985) 

indicated ~ha~ subJec~8 repor~ed more helpful change 

in informal exit interviews than was revealed by the 

s~andardized scales used in ~his study. In the presen~ 

study, the Session Evaluation Queationnaire provided 

data unavailable to Engle (1985) in which it appears ~ha~ 

subJects did feel more posi~ively as treatment 

progressed. While only two subJec~s of ~he six showed a 

"Reliable Change" (Jacobson, Follette, and Revenstorf, 

1984) on ~he Global Severity Index, all aix ahowed 

s~a~is~ically reliable favorable changes in Client 

Posi~ive Feelings across sessiona. The SEQ Client 

Posi~ive Feelings scale seems to have real proaise as a 

sensi~ive measure of i.media~e session impact or ou~com •• 

Correlational analysis supported the hypotheses 

sugges~ing relationships be~ween process and session 

ou~come ~o a limited ex~ent. The significant corrala~ion 
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between number o£ sessions completed and Positive 

Feelings supports the notion that session outcome 

improves as the "quantity o£ psychotherapy process·· 

(number of ~easions) increases. This is a rough measure 

o£ quantity o£ process, however, and did not provide 

in£ormation regarding quality. 

Among the variables measuring qualitative 

dimensions o£ process, increased levels of Patient 

PartiCipation were aigni£icantly related to decrea.ed 

Psychic Distress and Physical Pain. These results for 

Patient Participation were encouraging but were not 

replicated £or several other outcome measures. 

In £act there were contradictory significant 

findings. Increased Patient PartiCipation was related to 

increased Global Severity. A closer look at these 

results, however, suggests that the relationship between 

process and session outcome may be more complex than that 

suggested by the hypotheses. Engle (1985) suggested that 

one problem in the mixed outcome picture obtained for 

this study may have been that the ten-session treatment 

may have been too short £or some o£ the subJects. It 

allowed them to explore difficult issues and to evoke 

troublesome emotional "old business" but lIlay not have 

provided enough time to resolve thea. The significant 

correlation between high levels o£ Patient Participation 

and high Global Severity supports this possibility, 
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because it may mean that the subJects were participating 

actively in the therapy, even though they actually 

experienced increased distress in doing ao. Presumably, 

the distress might lea.en with additional treatment and 

resolution, if Engle's hypothesis is correct. This 

hypothesis could be tested in a research design similar 

to the present study, but one in which treatment length 

could be varied among groups, and the results could be 

compared. 

Patient Exploration, Client Depth of 

Experiencing, and Therapist Exploration were not related 

to any sesaion outcome measures in the hypothesized 

direction. One result ran counter to the hypotheses: 

Patient Exploration was significantly positively related 

to Patient Dependency. Again, what seems totally 

counterintuitive makes sense when viewed from the 

perspective presented above. If the subJects were 

"unfinished", then they may well have been at a high 

level of exploration in their a.asions while at the aame 

time experiencing increased dependency upon their 

therapist as the person who could help them resolve their 

incomplete work. Again the present study cannot provide 

empirical support for this hypothesis because no subJects 

had "additional treatment .. beyond the contracted ten 

messions. 
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Therapist Depth was positively related to Client 

Positive F •• lings, a result supporting the hypothesia. 

Therapist Depth and Patient Participation, there£ore, 

were the two proceae variables which proved to be most 

closely related to sesaion outcome in thia atudy. 

However, in reporting a large number o£ corre1ationa on a 

aaall number o£ caaea, there is the risk that 

occasionally a significant correlation will result £roa 

chance and not £rom a .. true" relationahip. There£ore, 

further research ia needed to explore the role o£ these 

variables in psychotherapy outcome. 

Ana1yaes o£ variance con£irmed that there was a 

significant increase in Client Positive Feelings across 

seasiona. In addition, there was a aigni£icant increase 

in Client Session Smoothnesa. Although Client Smoothneaa 

wae not included in the hypotheses, it emerged as a 

process variable which changed in the same way as the 

outcome variable (Poaitive Fee1inga). Thia £inding 

suggests that it may be important that the client 

perceives sessions aa relatively SRooth in order to 

experience increased positive £eelinga £ollowing each 

psychotherapy session. While this statement seema 

sensible enough even without the supporting data, these 

results suggest a caution £or therapists or therapeutic 

aodels which emphasize con£rontive techniques to the 

extent that levels o£ anxiety are produced which preclude 
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bene£icial treatment e££ects. 

Treatment Process and Treataent Outcome 

It was £ound that an e££ect size analysis based 

upon standardized pre-poat di££erences as outlined by 

3acobson, Follette, and Revenator£ (1984) and an analysis 

o£ slope recommended by Kraemer (1981) were very highly 

correlated, despite their very di££erent mathematical 

bases. This result supports Kraemer's suggestion that 

the slope analysis is a use£ul aeasure o£ change which 

has advantages in practical reaearch applications. Since 

the two approaches were so aimilar in terms o£ the data 

o£ this study, the e££ect size analysis was reported here 

because it is more £amiliar to reaearchers, despite the 

intuitive appeal o£ the slope analysis. The use o£ the 

slope as a measure o£ change deserves serious 

consideration in £uture research. 

There were no statistically signi£icant 

correlations supporting the hypothesized relationships 

be'tween process and £inal outcome. There were consistent 

correlations in the hypothesized direction £or Patient 

Participation and Therapist Depth, but no statistically 

signi£icant results. A variable not included in the 

hypotheses provided two signi£icant results consistent 

with the hypotheses: Therapist-Judged Session Smoothness 

was signi£icantly positive correlated with Overall 

Pyschological Functioning and Average Percentage Gain in 
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£unctioning aa rated by the subJects at the conclusion o£ 

treatment on the Personal Evaluation instrument. 

Two counteracting problema emerge in reviewing 

these data which make interpretation di££icult. The £irst 

is the probablility already mentioned above that so •• 

correlations may be signi£icant by chance alone, which 

increaaea the Type I error rate. On the other hend, 

however, the analysis lacks power because there were only 

£our degrees o£ £reedom, based upon six subJects, in the 

correlational analysis. There£or. a very high 

correlation coe££icient was required £or statistical 

aigni£icance <.73 at 2<.05). This contributes to 

increased Type II error. A conservative Judgment would 

conclude that there are no signi£icant resulta at all~ a 

liberal reading o£ the data would suggest that there are 

reliable trends supporting the hypotheses. A moderate 

view, and the one supported here, is that Patient 

PartiCipation and Therap~st Depth provided very 

consistent results indicating that they are related to 

£ina1 outcome, but that these trends must be subJected 

to a more power£u1 research design to determine their 

validity. 

In assessing the session process-session outcome 

results, it was mentioned that di££erential outcomes or 

treatment responses among the subJects made it di££icu1t 

to establish process-outcome relationships with any 
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degree o£ certainty. It was mentioned that consistently 

positivG r.liab~e change occurred £or all subJects on 

post-session Positive Feelings, but that only two 

subJects demonstrated such reliable change on the Global 

Severity Index. In terms o£ the procesa-£inal outcome 

relationship the same di££iculty applies. The group o£ 

subJect. rated the.selves as signi£icantly improved in 

term. o£ Overall Psychological Functioning, a result 

which supported Engle's (1985) observation that aubJects 

reported better treatment e££ects in ter.ination 

interviews than were evidenced on the atandardized 

meaaurea. 

3acobson, Follette, and Revenstor£ (1984) have 

proposed a method £or determining clinical aigni£icance 

based upon two criteria: (a) A sUbJect must acore more 

than two standard deviations toward the lIimproved ll end 

o£ the pre-treatment distribution o£ scorea on the 

outcome scale. However, i£ a subJect also scored high on 

the same pre-treatment test, then this SUbJect would have 

experienced no change as a reault o£ treatment. (b) This 

suggests the second criterion. The subJect must 

demonstrate a statistically reliable change, that is the 

standardized di££erence between pre-treatment and 

post-treatment scores must exceed a z-score o£ 1.96, 

again in the "improved" direction. 

----_._---------------------------------------------
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In terms o£ these statistically-baaed criteria 

£or clinical aigni£icance <Jacobson et al., 1984), only 

subJects 5 and 6 met both criteria on a more than hal£ o£ 

the outcome variables derived £roa standardized measures. 

These two subJects outcome picture was decidedly more 

positive than was that o£ the other £our sUbJects. This 

creates a situation in which little change in outcome is 

observed £or the aaJority o£ subJects. 1£ this situation 

is combined with one in which relatively little change is 

possible in the process variable. across sessions because 

the levels £or the initial seasion were already 

"moderate", as was the case in this study, then it is 

very di££icult to attain statistically signi£icant 

correlations between process and outcome. This is an 

additional £actor which weakens the power o£ this study 

to £ind sign!£icant relationships between process and 

outcome, even i£ they do exist in reality. 

The relatively high initial levels o£ the process 

dimensions suggests another point about studying the 

relationship between process and outcome. This involves 

the £act that process dimensions are di££icult to 

manipulate by the researcher in order to study their 

e££ects on outcome. Consider, £or example, the 

di££iculty o£ developing a way to manipUlate levels o£ 

Patient Participation or Patient Exploration. Therapist 

variables lend themselves to the possibility o£ 
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manipulation to a greater extent than do client 

variables. Therefore, a "tighter" single-subJects design 

wherein the independent variable can be introduced and 

withdrawn according to researcher-deterained sequences 

is difficult to impl.ment. despite its theoretical appeal 

in terms of establishing causality. The advantage of 

manipulation is that the problem of restricted range in 

the procesa variable. evident in the current study could 

be overcoae. Despite theae difficulties. further use of 

the single-subJects design in process-outcome research 

has enough advantage. to recoamend ita continued use in 

this area. In particular, the possibility of manipulating 

therapist variables in order to study their effect on 

both client process variables as well as session and 

final outcome status is intriguing. 

Differences aetween Therapists 

The third research question asked whether there 

were differences between the two therapists in terms of 

process and outcome. The results as reported in Chapter 

Three indicated that there were indeed differences. 

Client-reported Session Smoothness increased across 

sessions for the group as a whole. but this increase was 

accounted for almost entirely by the subJects treated by 

Therapist 2. This was the only process variable for which 

significant differences between therapists was found. 
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In terms of outcome, however, there were several 

important differences. Although as a group the six 

subJects reported higher Positive Feelings at the 

conclusion of the final session than in earlier sessions, 

the Group 2 subJects level of Positive Feelings was 

consistently higher throughout treatment. The subJects 

in Group 2 apparently felt subJectively better at the end 

of their sessions than did those in Group 1. These 

results must be interpreted with caution, however, 

because the two sUbJects who had the overwhelmingly 

positive profile on the clinical significance criteria, 

SubJects 5 and 6, were both in the group treated by 

Therapist 2. The outcome profile for the third subJect 

in Group 2, SubJect 3, was no different than that of the 

three subJects in Group 1. Therefore, the temptation to 

ascribe the higher Positive Feelings for Group 2 strictly 

to the fact that they had a different therapist must be 

resisted. 

There was apparently something different in the 

way the same model was applied by the two therapists. 

However, statistical analysis did not point to any of the 

therapist process variables; there were no cignificant 

differences between groups on Therapist Exploration, 

Depth, Smoothness, Positive Feelings, or Emotional 

Arousal. There were also no differences in client-rated 
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facili~a~ive condi~ions. Empa~hy. Level of Regard. 

Uncondi~ionality of Regard. and Congruence. A key 

difference be~ween ~he ~wo ~herapis~s was a measure of 

session outcome. SubJects in Group 1 increased in levels 

of Patien~ Dependency across sessions while those in 

Group 2 did no~. Inspection of the slope analysis 

revealed ~ha~ all three aublec~s in Group 1 had 

consisten~ linear increases in Dependency across 

sessions. while ~wo out of ~hree in Group 2 declined in 

Dependency across sessions. A tentative conclusion 

regarding differen~ial final ou~co.es in the ~wo groups 

Dust take into account these differences in Patient 

Dependency. Since a maJor goal of Expressive-Release 

Therapy is to build self-reliance and emotional 

assertiveness. ~he evidence ~ha~ subJec~s' reliance and 

dependence on ~he therapist increased during ~reatment 

suggests ~hat ~his ~rea~men~ goal was no~ a~tained in 

Group 1. Session ou~come which was high in Dependency 

may have had ~his effec~ on final ou~come in ~his group. 

Conclusions 

The s~udy examined ~he rela~ionship of 

psychotherapy process to ou~come in the con~ex~ of a 

single-sublec~s design using Expressive-Release Therapy 

as ~he trea~men~ model. Clear evidence was found for 

favorable ou~come for all six subJec~s in ~erms of pos~-

~ .-~~--.------------------------------.-------------
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session Positive Feelings and self-rated impr~vement in 

Overall Psychological Functioning following treatment 

completion. The outcome picture was mixed. however. 

when strict criteria for clinically significant change 

were applied to the data. Only two subJects showed 

consistent clinically significant improvement for a 

maJority of the outcome measures utilized in the study. 

Differential responae to treatment was found 

bet.ween t.he two groups treated 'by the two therapist.s 

involved in the study. Group 2 subJects were 

significantly higher in Client Positive Feelings across 

treatment sessions than were thoae in Group 1. Group 2 

subJects also reported significantly smoother sessions 

(Client Smoothness) at treatment conclusion t.han did 

Group 1 subJects. It appears that the significant 

increases in Patient Dependency as treatment progressed 

for Group 1 subJects is relat.ed to t.heir less favorable 

treatment outcomes. Less stringent graphic analyses 

suggested that Patient PartiCipation and Therapist Depth 

were process variables which were related to sesasion

by-session outcome for Group 2. but not for Group 1. 

The hypothesized relationships between process 

dimensions and both session and final out.come were only 

weakly supported by the data. Patient Participation was 

negatively related to Patient Psychic Distress and 
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Physical Pain. Therapis~ Dep~h was pOBieively rela~ed ~o 

Cliene Posi~ive Feelings and nega~ively related to 

In~erpersonal Sensieiviey. Theae £our resul~. were based 

upon session-by-session outcome aeasures and indicate 

some suppor~ £or ~he hypoehesized relaeionship be~ween 

session process and session outcome. 

The hypo~hesized rela~ionship be~ween process and 

overall treatmen~ outcome was generally unsupported by 

s~atis~ically signi£ican~ resul~s. although many resul~a 

were consia~ently correlated in ehe hypothesized 

direc~ion. The power o£ the seaeia~ical analysiS was 

weak. based as it was upon only six cases. Bo~h 

Therapis~ Session Depeh and Session Smoothness were 

positively correlated with Client Posi~ive Feelings. 

Clien~ Session Dep~h was nega~ively rela~ed ~o ~wo 

measures o£ outcome. Interpersonal Sensi~ivity and 

Anxie~y. Overall. ehe resul~s suggest that Therapist 

Depth and Smoothness. Client Dep~h. and Patient 

Par~icipa~ion appear eo be related ~o ou~come. bu~ ~ha~ 

~hese £indinga are generally too tentative £or £inal 

conclusions ~o be drawn. Ins~ead £urther research is 

needed which utilizes two di££erent design spproaches 

wi~h ~he aim o£ genera~ing some convergene £indings on 

the relationship between process and outcome. 

The £irs~ approach would be one ueilizing a 
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larger sample size in order to determine whether the 

correlations between process and outcome found in the 

present small sample would be replicated and strengthened 

with a larger sample size. The inclusion of one or more 

control groups would further strengthen this design. 

Groups of subJects with psychiatric complaints rather 

than physiologi~al ones would be a useful choice. A 

minimal treatment or waiting list group would also be 

a helpful addition to such a design. 

The second approach would use a single-subJects 

design similar to the present study except that provision 

would be made for manipulating certain process variables 

to monitor their effect on outcome. An example would be 

to vary levels of Therapist Exploration and monitor 

changes in immediate session impact or outcome as a 

result. In this way, the advantage of single-subJects 

designs in demonstrating causality (Jacobson, Follette, & 

Revenstorf, 1984) could be realized. A second example 

involves Engle's (1985) suggestion that the treatment 

model used in the presnt study consisting of ten sessions 

may not have been enough. The number of sessions could 

be extended and outcome at each session monitored. In 

this case the independent variable being manipulated 

would be number of sessions, or "quantity" of 

psychotherapy process. 
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Limitationa 

A number o£ limitations have been discussed in 

both Chapters 3 and 4. These and others are enumerated 

and brie£ly discussed in the £ollowing section. 

Sample Size 

Two problems related to the saaple size (~=6) 

impact upon the results in opposite directions as 

previously discussed. The risk o£ Type I error is 

increaeed by correlating many variables across £ew cases. 

At the same tiae, a small sample size requires very 

sizeable critical values o£ relevant statistics such as 

correlation coe££icients or E values, resulting in 

decreased statistical power and increased probability o£ 

Type II error. 

Solicited Sample 

Recent attention has been given to the 

generalizabilty o£ results obtained £rom solicited 

subJects as compared to traditionally re£erred clienta 

(Krupnick, Shea, & Elkin, 1986). There is much 

contradiction and inconclusiveness in the literature, and 

the sa£est conclusion here is that these results cannot 

be generalized without £urther con£irmatory research 

with traditionally re£erred clients. 
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Ho_ogeneity of Sample 

Engle (1983) suggested that the very strict 

inclusion crieeria for subJects in eerms of active 

arthritis may have led to a group of subJects 

characterized by an advanced stage of the disease process 

and therefore less likely to benefit from the Focused 

Expressive ereatment model. If true, this would help 

explain the relatively modest outcomes attained by most 

of the subJects in the study. The lack of change acroas 

sessions in terms of outcome made it difficult to 

detect any relaeionships of process dimensions to outcome 

variables in the present study. 

Overly Brief Treatment 

The possibility that some clients may have 

benefiteed from more treatmene sessions was discussed 

earlier. The seemingly counterintuitive findings that 

high levels of Patient PartiCipation and Global Severity 

were related and thae increased Patient Exploratiop was 

linked to high Patient Dependency were discussed 

previously as supporting this possibility. It seems 

possible that Focused Expressive Psychotherapy did evoke 

emotional exploration (Patient Participation and 

Exploration) but did not allow the time necessary to 

resolve the conflicts and issues raised. This reasoning 

is consistent with observations derived from therapist 
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caee notes (Engle, 1985). 

Segment Sampling Method 

The excerpts o£ psychotherapy were chosen £rom 

the early, middle, and lat. portions o£ each audiotaped 

interview. Each excerpt or aegment was presented to the 

raters in completely randomized order such that they 

could not know which subJect, which part o£ the seesion, 

nor which psychotherapy session, they were rating. This 

provided real advantages in minimizing bias based upon 

raters' attempts to "guess the hypothesiS". The present 

sampling method has a solid £oundation in the literature 

(Gomes-Schwartz, 1978; Klein, Mathieu, Gendlin, & 

Kiesler, 1969; O'Malley, Suh, & Strupp, 1983). A very 

di££erent alternative exists, however, which involves 

sampling meaning£ul segments based upon qualitative 

criteria, and not random and quantitative ones. 

Greenberg (1986) and Rice and Greenberg (1974, 1984) have 

used this approach in which the unit o£ analYSis is a 

IIchange event. II, a segment o£ a psychotherapy session 

comprising a problem "marker II or statement, a therapist 

intervention or operation, a client response, and a 

client immediate in-session outcome. Such a change event 

can vary in size ..... £rom a three-statement client

therapist-client interchange to an episode occupying a 

maJor part o£ a session or even possibly a £ew sessions" 

----~-------------------------------------------
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(Greenberg, 1986, p.6). U~ilizing ~he audio~aped seasions 

£roa ~he presen~ s~udy, such a sampling approach could be 

used along wi~h ~he same process scales. The resul~s 

would provide ei~her con£iraa~ion or reJec~ion in ~.r.a 

of ~he resul~s ob~ained in ~he preaen~ s~udy. The 

approach would be wor~h considering in £u~ure process 

research of ~his kind. 

Low Variabili~y in Process Measures 

The fac~ ~ha~ ~he ini~ial seg.en~s were ra~ed a~ 

medium levels in ~eras o£ ~he process variables was 

discusssed in Chap~er 3. This limi~ed ~he range of 

movement in the positive direction and provided little 

oppor~unity ~o assess change in process as i~ rela~es ~o 

change in outcome over sessions. The fact that there was 

li~tle change in ou~come measures for four ou~ of six 

aubJec~s further con~ribu~ed ~o the dif£icul~y in finding 

significan~ rela~ionships. 

Lack of Control Over Independen~ Variables 

This s~udy involved ~he applica~ion of a single

subJec~s design ~o ~he s~udy of the process and ou~co.e 

rela~ionship. In ~his sense ~he process measures were 

the "independent" variables which had hypothesized 

effects on ~he ou~co.e variables. However, the inability 

already discussed to manipulate these variables limits 

_ .. ----- ---------------------------------_._---
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the capability of the design to show direct relationshipa 

between the independent variablea (process) and the 

dependent ones (outcome). 

Recommendations for Future Research 

Future reaearch examining the relationahip of 

proceas to outcoae can improve upon the preaent study in 

a number of ways. These are preaented briefly in the 

following set of recoaaendationa_ some of which have 

already been discussed. 

Larger Samples 

Two directions for improving upon the present 

design were presented earlier, one based upon larger 

comparisons among groups and the second upon further 

development of the single-subJects approach. In the 

group-oriented approach, larger samples are needed to 

increase the statistical power of correlational and other 

relevant analyses. 

Control/Comparison Groupa 

The group-oriented method should include as a 

minimum a normal control group_ a traditionally referred 

patient group_ and a solicited sample aimilar to that 

used here, but broader in inclusion criteria. Overly 

restrictive inclusion criteria have more disadvantages 

than advantages (Kraemer_ 1981). An alternative is to 
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aelec~ a h.~erogeneous group of ~radi~ionally referred 

clien~s which is large enough such ~ha~ subgroups 

represen~ing differen~ disorders~ differing levels of 

severi~y of presen~ing probl •• ~ or differen~ demographic 

co.posi~ion can be analyzed separa~ely in comparison ~o 

each o~h.r. Some ~ype of minimal ~rea~men~ group should 

be included as a con~rol group in such a design. 

Single-SubJec~a Approach 

The replica~ed aingle-subJec~s approach used here 

could be very helpful in fu~ure research wi~h soa. 

modifica~ions. An at~emp~ should be made ~o 

experi.en~ally manipula~e cer~ain process dimensions~ for 

example, Therapis~ Explora~ion and number of sessions~ in 

order to more reliably draw inferences regarding the 

rela~ionship of process ~o outcome. 
, 

Longer Trea~ment 

Engle (1985) recommended tha~ ~rea~ment be 

extended to meet the therapeu~ic needs of certain 

subJects who appear "unfinished"" after a certain minimum 

number of sessions. This recommendation is repeated here 

with emphasiS on the additional advantage of "number of 

sessions" aa a viable~ manipulable process variable~ the 

ef£ec~ of which can be compared both within-subJects and 

among them. 
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Multiple Sampling Methods 

The possibility that a "change ~vents" approach 

to aaapling from audiotaped sesaions might produce 

di£ferent results from the systematic randomly-presented 

approach used here suggests that future research could 

use both approaches and compare thea statistically. 

Different results for these two different methods would 

provide researchers much more information in making 

informed choices regarding sampling method than is 

presently available. 

Instruments 

The Vanderbilt Psychotherapy Process Scale, 

the Experiencing Scale, and the Session 

Evaluation Questionnaire are all recommended for 

use in future studi~s. assessing as they do meaning£ul 

dimensions of psychotherapy process. In terms o£ outcome 

ratings, however, it is suggested that future studies 

employ some variant of the Personal Evaluation, at 

the conclusion of each session which addresses client 

improvement during the session itself. (In this study, 

the Personal Evaluation provided improvement ratings 

at the conclusion of treatment only, and not on a 

session-by-session basis>. This would strengthen the 

study's capability to assess session impact, or outcome. 
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Additional Sources of Outcome Information 

The only sources of outcome information derived 

froM the "outside observer·· perspective were the Patient 

Psychic Distress and Patient Dependency acales from the 

VPPS. which provided only limitftd information on 

subJect session outcome, and even l.ss on final outcoae. 

There wes no outcome information provided from the 

Therapist perspective. Future studies could improve upon 

the assessment of outcome by providing for all "three 

perspectives" as reco •• ended in the literature (Bergin & 

Lambert, 1978). 

Research Questions 

In future studies using group designs with larger 

samples, potentially new research questions could be 

posed which are suggested by the findings of the present 

study. A clear example involves the very different 

outcomes attained by two subJects as compared to the 

other four. If sample size were adequately large, the 

following question could be explored: What differences 

in process dimensions distinguish the favorable outcome 

group from the negligible change group? With larger 

samples this question could be addressed using 

discriminant function ana~ysis, and valuable information 

could result regarding the ingredients of effective 

psychotherapy process. 



APPENDIX A 

STATEMENT ON HUMAN SUB3ECTS RESEARCH 

The broader study of which this proposal is a part 

has been approved by the committee on human subJects 

research. Since the data to be used here were already 

collected as part the treatment proc •• s and this was approved 

at that time, no further approval is necessary. 
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APPENDIX B 

REFERENCE NOTES 

Note 1 

This research proJect is under the direction of Larry 

Beutler, Ph.D., Deparemene of Psychiaery, Universiey of 

Arizona Healeh Sciences Center, and Roger Daldrup, Ph.D. of 

the Department of Counseling and Guidance, University of 

Arizona. 

Note 2 

David Engle (198~) investigated the following topic: 

liThe Effeces of Expressive-release Therapy Upon ehe Physical 

and Psychological Well-being of Rheumatoid Arthritic 

Patients". 

Elena Oro-Beutler (1984) studied the biochemical 

effeces in the same patients under the following topic: 

IIRelationships of Beta-Endorphin, Level of Pain and 

Depressive Seate in Patienes with Rheumatoid Arthritis'l. 

Note 3 

Focused Expressive Psychotherapy (formerly called 

Expressive Release Therapy) refers to the syseem of therapy 

developed by Roger Daldrup, Ph.D. It focuses on assisting 
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ehe cl1ene eo express and resolve un£1n1ahed £eel1ngs 

especially anger. reaeneaene. guile. and depression. Ie 

18 closely relaeed eheoree1cally eo Geseale Therapy. 
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APPENDIX C 

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 

The maJor instruments u~ilized in this study are 

included in this aection. They include the £ollowing: (6) 

the Barrett-Lennard Relationship InventorY, (b) the 

Experiencing Scale. (c) the Personal Evaluation 

£orm (improvement measure), (d) the Ses8ion Evaluation 

Questionnaire, (e) the SCL-90R, (£) the 

Vanderbilt Psychotherapy Process Scale, and (g) the 

Visual Analogue Scales (pain measures). 
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Code: Date: 

(BARHETT-LENIlARDJ IlELI3IOI1SHIP IllVE,';"TORY--FORJ.J OS--64" 

Below are listed a variety of ways that one person .. may feel or behave 
In relation to another person. 

Please consider each numbered statement \.,ith reference to your present 
relationship with ~lJ'C ibet'ap,is1;. mentally adding his or her name In the 
space provided. or example, if the. other person'ls name was John, you would 
read statement 61, as 'John respects me as a person l • 

Hark each statement In the answer column on the right, according to how 
strongly you feel that It Is true, or not true, In this relationship. Please 
be sure to mark everyone. Write In +3~ +2~ +1~ or ~I~ '-2~ -3~ to stand for 
the following answers: 

+3: . .Yes~ I strongly feel that it is -1: No~ I feel that; it is pro!Ja:,Zy 
trus. untrue~ ozo mozoe untrus tr.an 'tro.;.e. 

+2: Yes~ I feel it is true. -2: 1Jo~ I feeZ it is not true. 

+1: YeB~ I feel that it is probabZy -3: llo~ I strongly feel tr.a:f; it is 
true~ 0'1' 11IOl'e trus than untzoue. roOt tzoue. 

1. _ respects me as a person 

2. wants to understand ho~ I see things. 

's Interest in me depends on the things say or do • 

15 comfortable and at ease in our relatIonship 

5. __ feels a true 1 iking for me • 

6. may understand my words but he/she does not see 
- the way I feel • • • 

7. Whether I am feeling happy or unhappy with myself makes 
no real difference to the way _ feels about me • 

8. I feel that _ puts on a role or front with me 

9. _ Is Impatient with me 

10. _ nearly always knows exactly what I mean. 

11. Depending on my behaviour. _ has a better opinion of me 
sometimes than he/she has at other times 

AllSrlER 
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12. feel that is real an~ genuine with me 

13. 'I feel appreciated by _ • '. 

14. _ looks at what 1 do from his/her own point of view • 

IS. __ 's feeling toward me doesn't depend on' how I ~eel 
toward him/her 

16. It makes uneasy when 1 ask or talk about certain 
things .~. • • • • 

17. Is Indifferent to me 

18. _ usually senses or realIses what am feelIng 

20. 

21. 

22. 

______ wants me to be a particular kind of person. 

1 feel that what says usually expresses exactly what 
he/she Is feeling and thinking at that moment • • • • 

_ finds me rather dull and uninteresting 

's own attitudes toward some of the things I do or say 
~nt him/her f~om understanding me ••• 

23. 1 can (or could) be openly critIcal or appreciative of 
without really makIng hIm/her feel any dlfferent1y abou~ '. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

wants me to think that he/she likes me or understands 
me-more'than he/she really does 

cares for me 

Sometimes thinks that I feel a certain way. because 
that's the way he/she feels -. 

likes certain things about me. and there"are other 
things he/she does not 1 ike • • • • • • • • • • 

does not avoid anything that is Important for our 
relationship • 

I feel that ______ disapproves of me .. 
realises what 1 mean even when 1 have difficulty In 

saying It 

's attitude toward me stays the same: he/she is n'ot 
pleased with me sometimes and critical or disappointed at 
other times 

Sometimes is not at all comfortable but we 90 on. 
outwardly Ignoring It • 

__ ' Just tolerates me 

34. _ usually understands the whole of what mean • 
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35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

,39. 

If I sh~d that I am angry with he/she becomes hurt 
or angry with me, too • • • -:--:- • ,. • • • 

expresses his/her true Impressions and feelIngs 
WTtii'""me 

Is friendly and warm with me 

Just ta~es no notice of some things that 
or feel .••••..••••. 

think 

How much lIkes or dislikes me Js not altered by 
anythIng ~I tell him/her about myself 

~O. At times I sense that Is not aware of what he/she Is 
real1y feellng with me--: • 

Itl. I feel that ______ real1y values me 

1t2. appreciates exactly how the things experience 
~to me ••••••••• 

Itlt. 

48. 

~9. 

so. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

51t. 

_____ approves of some things I do, and plainly disapproves 
of others 

Is willing to express whatever is actually in his/her 
~wlth me, including personal feelings about either 
of us 

doesn't like me for myself 

At times thinks that I feel a lot more strongly about 
apart I cu Tci'r"th I ng than I rea JJ y do " 

Whether I happen to be In good spirits or feeling upset does 
not make ______ feel any more or less appreciative of me • 

______ Is openly himself/herself In our relationship 

I seem to Irritate and bother 

does not realise how sensitive I am about· some of the 
things \ole discuss • 

Whether the Ideas and feelings I express are "good" or "bad" 
seems to make no difference to ______ 's feeling toward me • 

There are times when I feel that 's outward response 
to me Is quite different from the way he/she feels under
neath 

______ feels contempt for me 

understands me 

55. Sometimes I am more worthwhile In 
at other times ". 

's eyes than am 
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56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

doesn't hide anything from himself/herself that he/she 
TeeiS wi th me • 

______ is truly Interested In ~. 

's response to me Is usually so fIxed and automatic 
that I don't really get through to him/her 

I don't thInk that anything I say or do really changes 
the way ______ feels toward me •.• 

What says to me often gives a wrong Impression of hIs/her 
total thought or feeling at the time • • 

______ feels deep affection for me 

62 •. When I am hurt or upset can recognIse my feelings 
exactly, without becomin~et too 

63.' What other people thInk of me does (or would, If he/she knew) 
affec"ttii'e way ______ feels toward me 

6~. I believe that has feelIngs he/she does not tell me 
about that are ~ng difficulty in our relationship. • 
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THE EXPERIENCING SCALE 

St.age One 

The chief charact.erist.ic of t.his st.age is t.hat. t.he 
cont.ent. or manner of expression is impersonal. In soae cases 
t.he cont.ent. is int.rinsically impersonal, being a very 
abst.ract., general, superficial, or Journalist.ic account. 
event.s or ideas wit.h no personal referent. est.ablished. 

of 
In 

t.he ot.her cases, despit.e t.he personal nat.ure of t.he cont.ent., 
speakers's involvement. is impersonal, so t.hat. he reveals 
not.hing import.ant. about. himself and his remarks could as well 
be about. a st.ranger or an ObJect.. 

The cont.ent is not. about. the speaker. The 
speaker t.ells a st.ory, describes ot.her people or event.s in 
which he is not. involved, or present.s a generalized or 
det.ached account. of ideas. Not.hing makes t.he cont.ent. 
personal. 

The cont.ent. is such t.hat. t.he speaker is ident.ified 
with it. in some way but. t.he association is not. made 
clear. The speaker refers in passing t.o himaelf but. his 
references do not. est.ablish his involvement.. First. person 
pronouns only define t.he speaker as an obJect., spect.at.or, or 
incident.al part.icipant.. At.t.ent.ion is focused exclusively on 
ext.ernal event.s. For example, "As I was walking down t.he 
st.reet. I saw t.his happen ..... ; "I read a book t.hat. said ..... ; 
"I put. t.he lid on t.he box"; "He st.epped on my t.oe." The 
speaker does not. supply his at.t.it.udes, feelings or react.ions. 
He t.reat.s himself as an obJect. or inst.rument. or in so remote 
a way t.hat. t.he st.ory could be about someone else. His manner 
of expression is remot.e, mat.ter-of-fact., or offhand, as in 
superficial social chit.-chat., or has a mechanical or 
rehearsed qualit.y. 

The content is a terse, unexplained refusal t.o 
participat.e in an int.eract.ion, or an avoidance or 
minimizing of an interaction. Minimal responses without 
spont.aneous comments are at st.age one. 

Stage Two 

The association bet.ween t.he speaker and the content 
is explicit.. Eit.her the speaker is t.he central character in 
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~he narra~ive or his in~eres~ is clear. The speaker's 
involve.en~, however, does no~ go beyond ~he specific 
ai~u8~ion or con~en~. All commen~s, associa~ions, reac~ions, 
and reMarks serve ~o ge~ ~he s~ory or idea across bu~ do no~ 
refer ~o or define ~he speaker's feelings. 

The con~ent is a narrative of events in which ~he 
speaker is personally involved. His remarks es~ablish 
the importance of the con~en~ bu~ make no reference to the 
quali~y of this involvemen~. Remarks and associa~ions refer 
to external facets of the narrative, other people, the 
events, obJec~s, ~he speaker's ac~ions; ~hey do no~ give his 
inner reactions or perspective. If the narrative includes 
~he speaker's though~s, opinions, wishes, or a~~i~udes, ~hese 
only describe him intellectually or superficially. Some 
speakers refer ~o ideas and ~houghts as if ~hey were 
feelings; e.g., III feel that I am a good farmer ll ; III feel 
~ha~ people should be more considera~e.1I If ~erms like III 
thinkll or III wish ll could be substituted for III feel ll wi~hout 
changing the meaning, the remark is at s~age two. 

The events narrated are impersonal but ~he 
speaker explicitly es~ablishes that ~he con~en~ is 
importan~ to him. For example, he expresses interes~ in 
or evalua~es an even~, bu~ does no~ show ~he quali~y or 
amoun~ of his in~erest or concern. 

The conten~ is a self-descrip~ion ~hat is 
superficial. abstrac~, generalized, or intellectualized. 
No reference is made ~o ~he speaker's feelings or in~ernal 
perspective. The segmen~ presenta the ideas, attitudes, 
opinions, moral ludgmen~s, wishes, preferences, aspira~ions, 
or capacities tha~ describe ~he speaker from an external or 
peripheral perspec~ive. One sees him from ~he ou~side. 

The conten~ reveals the speaker's feelings and 
reac~ions implici~ly but no~ explici~ly. I£ ~he speaker 
is emo~ionally aroused, i~ is eviden~ from his manner, not 
from his words. I£ ~he con~en~ is ~he sor~ ~ha~ ordinarily 
would be personally significant, the speaker does no~ say so. 
If ~he speaker men~ions his feelings, he ~rea~es ~he. 
abs~ractly, impersonally, as obJects, or a~~ributes them to 
o~hers. Third person pronouns, especially lIone £eelsll 
indica~e depersonalization. 

The content is an account of a dream. fantasy, 
hallucina~ion, or free associa~ion. These should be 
trea~ed as narra~ives of ex~ernal events. They are a~ s~age 
~wo i£ the speaker's remarks associa~e him wi~h ~he accoun~ 
bu~ do no~ give his feeling reac~ions ~o it. 
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St.!!ge Three 

The cont.ent. is a narrative or a description of the 
speaker in external or behavioral terms wit.h added comment.s 
on his feelings or private experiences. These remarks are 
liait.ed t.o the event.s or eituation described, giving th~ 
narrative a personal touch wi~hout describing the speaker 
more generally. Self-descript.ions rest.rict.ed to a specific 
situat.ion or role are also at stage two. 

The content is a narrat.iye of eyents or 
descriptions of an aspect of t.he speaker's environment 
(past, present, or fut.ure) wit.h parenthet.ical personal 
remarks that give one of the following: 

(1) The speaker's feelings at the t.ime of t.he event. or in 
retrospect. about. it. For example, IIHe didn't call me back 
and I was angry" or IIHe didn't. call me back; thinking about 
it now makes ae angry." 

(2) The personal significance or implications of the 
sit.uation by relating it t.o the speaker's privat.e experience. 
For example, "It re.inded me of being scolded as a child"; 
lilt was one of those queer moods ~hat. comes on me when I get 
tired." 

(3) The speaker's state of awareness at the time of the 
event. Such remarks include det.ails of mot.ives, 
consciousness, private perceptions, or assumptions which are 
limi t.ed to the event.. For example, III knew at t.he time that. 
I was reacting too stronglyll; III was aware of wanting to 
defend myselfll; III did it even t.hough I sensed how foolish I 
was. 1I Accounts of dreams, hallucinations, fantasies, and 
free associat.ions should be treated as narratives; t.hey are 
at stage three if feelings are ment.ioned. 

The content is a self-descript.ion of 
circumscribed aspects of the speaker'. life st.yle or role 
or o£ his feelings and react.ions presented only in 
behavioral t.erms. The speaker might, for example, 
describe how he functions as a parent. or in his Job, or tell 
what. he does when he gets angry. Personal remarks enrich t.he 
description of the sit.uat.ion or react.ion t.o it, but. are 
limit.ed to the immediat.e context.. 

In respon.e t.o a direct. question, t.he speaker 
t.ells what. his feelings are or were. The interviewer's 
words are not. needed t.o identify t.he feeling. 
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Stage Four 

The content is a clear pre.entation o£ the speaker's 
£ealings, giving his personal, internal perspective or 
£eelinga about himself. Feelings or experience o£ events, 
rather that the events the.selves, are the subJect o£ the 
discourse. By attending to and presenting this experiencing, 
the speaker communicates what it is like to be him. These 
interior views are presented, listed, or described, but are 
not interrelated or ueed aa the basis £01' systematic sel£
examination or formulation. 

The initial content ta a specific situation that 
is widened and deepened by the aReaker's self-references 
to show what he is like more generally or moro 
personally. The speaker must describe his feelings in 
great detail, refer to feelings as they ocur in a range o£ 
situations, provide personal reactions to specific £eelings, 
or relate reactions to his own self-image. The feelings can 
be immediate responses or remembered respona.s to past 
situations. Self-descriptive commenta must deal with 
internal and personal aspects o£ the apeaker, not with moral 
evaluations or external or behavioral characteristics. 

The content is a story told completely from a 
personal point o£ view. The details o£ feelings, 
reactions, and assumptions are integral to the narrative, so 
that what emerges ia a detailed picture o£ the speaker'a 
personal experience o£ the events. 

The content is a self-characterization in which 
the speaker tella about his peraonal perspective. In 
talking about himself he makes explicit his feelings, 
personality, assumptions, motives, goals, and private 
perceptions. By revealing these internal parts o£ himself, 
the speaker gives a detailed picture o£ one or more o£ his 
states o£ being. The material presented is not analyzed or 
interrelated. The use o£ abstract terms or Jargon to 
describe elements o£ personality must be expanded with some 
internal detail to warrant a rating o£ four. For example, 
the statement liMy ego was shattered II would need elaboration, 
such as III felt as i£ I was nothing, that no one would ever 
notice me". 

Stage Five 

The content is a purposeful exploration of the 
speaker's feelings and experiencing. There are two necessary 
components. First, the speaker must pose or define a problem 
or propOSition about himself explicitly in terms o£ feelings. 
The problem or proposition may involve the origin, sequence, 
or implications o£ feelings or relate feelings to other 

- - .... _. -------------------------------------------
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private processes. Second~ he mu.t explore or work with the 
problem in a personal way. The exploration or elaboration 
must bm clearly related to the initial proposition and must 
contain inner references so that it functions to expand the 
speaker's awareness of his experiencing. ~ 
components, the problem and the elaboration, must be present. 

The proposition or problem must be given clearly or 
strongly and should include references to feelings or to the 
personal experience at iaaue. If the internal basis of the 
problem is weak~ aa in reference. to undesired behaviors or 
styles~ propOSitions about the external preCipitants of 
behavior or feelings, or presentation of the temporal 
sequence of feelings~ then the exploration or elaboration 
Dust have extensive inward references. It must be clear that 
the speaker is focussing on his inner experience rather than 
simply Justifying his behavior. 

The problem or hypothesis about the self must be 
oriented to feelings. private reactions. or assumptions 
basic to the self-image. It can be presented in 
different ways: 

(1) A faeling, reaction, or inner process, and in some cases 
a behavior pattern~ can be defined as problematiC itself or 
as seeming to conflict with other feelings or aspects of the 
self; for example~ liMy anger is the problem ll or IIWhy am I so 
angry?" 

(2) The speaker may wonder whether or to what extent he has a 
specific feeling; not "What do I feel?' which would be three 
or four, but liDo I really feel angry?" or "How angry am I, 
relllly?1I 

(3) The problem or proposition can be defined in terms of the 
personal implications~ relationships~ and inner ramifications 
of a feeling, including its origins or causes, its place in a 
temporal sequence of feelings and inner events~ its mode of' 
expression, or its personal and private implications. For 
example: liDo I get angry when I feel inadequate?1I or liMy 
getting angry means I've lost control of myselfll or III get 
angry Just the way my mother used to." 

(4) Feelings, reactions, and internal processes may be 
compared. 

All problems or propositions about the self must 
be explored or elaborated with inner referents. Examples 
or illustrations may show how the speaker experiences the 
problem or propOSition in different settings or at different 
times; if' so, the pertinence of' the illustration to the 
problem must be explicit. The problem or proposition may be 

-- --- ----------------------------------------



related to other internal processes or reactions. 
Alternatively, through hypothesia, speculation, or analogy 
the speaker clari£ies the nature or private implication o£ 
the central problem, its causes, or rami£ications. 
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At stage 5 the speaker ia exploring or testing a 
hypothesis about his experiencing. While he auat de£ine the 
subJect o£ this process clearly with inner re£erences, his 
manne~ may be conditional, tentative, hesitant, or searching. 

Stage Six 

The content is a synthesis o£ readily accessible, 
newly recognized, or more £ully realized £eelings and 
experiences to produce personally meaning£ul structures or to 
resolve issues. The speaker~s immediate £eelings are 
integral to his conclusions about his inner workings. He 
communicates a new or enriched sel£-experiencing and the 
experiential impact o£ the changes in his attitudes or 
£eelings about himsel£. The subJect matter concerns the 
speaker~s present and emergent experience. Hia manner may 
re£lect changes or insights at the moment o£ their 
occurrence. These are verbally elaborated in detail. Apart 
£rom the speci£ic content, the speaker conveys a sense o£ 
active, immeidate involvement in an experientially anchored 
issue with evidence o£ its resolution or acceptance. 

The £eelings involved must be vividly. £ullv. or 
concretely presented. Past £eelings or past changes in 
'£eelings are vividly presented or relived as part o£ the 
speaker's current experience. 

The structuring process relates these immediately 
£elt events to other aspects o£ the apeaker~s private 
perspective. Thus, a £eeling might be related to the 
speaker's ael£-image, his private perceptiona, motives, 
assumptions, to another £eeling, or to Dore external £acets 
o£ the speaker's li£e, such as his behavior. In each case 
the nature o£ the relationship must be de£ined so that 
details o£ how the speaker works inside and the precise, 
internal impact o£ the changes is revealed. It is not merely 
the existence o£ a relationship, nor a sequentisl listing o£ 
£eelings and inner experiences, but the nature and quality o£ 
the association that is made clear. 

The synthetic. structuring process leads to a new 
personally meaning£ul inner experience or resolves an 
issue. As a result o£ working with his £eelings and 
other aspects o£ his private perspective, and exploring their 
relationship to each other, the speaker has new inner 
experiences. These may be new £eelings or changed £eelings, 
as when the speaker says, "Now I'm beginning to see thftt my 



feeling of guilt is caused by my ideas about work~ and it 
makes me feel much less worried about that sense of guilt. 
What a relief!1I Alternatively~ an issue may be resolved: 
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"You know~ I've always kept my anger bottled up because I've 
been afraid of losing control of myself. Now I realize it 
wouldn't be so bad if I did; maybe I'd yell or throw 
something~ that's all."" If the speaker starts with a 
concrete external proble., the related feelings must be 
presented as part of his present experience and the emergent 
formulation must change his perception of the problem in some 
way. For example~ III never asked a girl out because I'm so 
short. I'm still kind of afraid a girl might call me a 
shrimp or ao.athing~ but I'm willing to take that risk now. 
I guess it's because I realize that even if sha did, it 
wouldn't break me up. I wouldn't like her very much~ but I'd 
feel better about myself for having at least tried. 1I Some 
elements in the e.ergent structure may be external, 
behavioral, or intellectual, as in a decision to act in a 
different way. Still they must be clearly grounded to 
immediate feelings. It is never sufficient only to state 
that a resolution has taken place; the experiences underlying 
the structuring process must be revealed or relived to' 
satisfy the criteria for stage six. 

Stage Seven 

The content reveals the speaker's expanding awareness 
of his immediately presnt feelings and internal processes. 
He demonstrates clearly that he can move from one inner 
reference to another, altering and modifying his conceptions 
o£ himself, his feelings, his private reactions to his 
thoughts or actions in terms o£ their immediately felt 
nuances as they occur in the present experiential moment, so 
that each new level of self-awareness functions as a 
springboard for further exploration. 

Formulations about the self at stage seven meet 
the requirements for stage six with the additional 
stipulation that they be applied to an expanding ranqe 
of inner events or give rise to new insight§. The 
development m~y follow one of several different patterns: 

(1) The speaker may start with an internally anchored 
problem, explore it, and reach an internally anchored 
conclusion that he then applies to a number o£ other 
problems. 

(2) He may arrive at several related solutions to a single 
problem and reintegrate them. Any self-analysis is followed 
by a more comprehensive or extensive synthesis. 

(3) The speaker may use several different formulations about 
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himsel£~ each o£ which meets the requirements £or stage six~ 
and integrate, relate~ or reduce thea through a aore basic or 
general £ormulation. 

(4) He may start with one conclusion o£ the type reached in 
stage six and apply it to a range o£ aituations~ each with 
inner re£erents explicit~ to show how the general principle 
applies to a wide area o£ his experience. 

Experiencing at stage sevan is expansive, un£olding. 
The speaker readily us.s a £reah way o£ knowing himsel£ to 
expand his experiencing £urther. Manner at this stag. is 
o£ten euphoric~ buoyant, or con£ident; the speaker conveys a 
sense o£ things £alling quickly and meaning£ully into place. 



St.age 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
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SHORT FORK OF THE EXPERIENCING SCALE 

content. Treatment. 

Ext.ernal event.s; re£u.al t.o 
part.icipate. 

Ext.ernal event.s; behavioral or 
intellectual sel£-description. 

Personal react.ions t.o external 
events; limited sel£-descriptions; 
behavioral descript.ions o£ 
£881ings. 

Descriptions o£ £eelings and 
personal experiences. 

Proble •• or proposit.ions about. 
£eelings and personal 
experiences. 

SynthesiS o£ readily accessible 
£eelings and experiences to 
resolve personally signi£icant 
issues. 

Full" easy present.at.ion o£ 
experiencing; all element.s 
con£ident.ly int.egrat.ed. 

Impersonal, 
detached. 

Int.erest.ed, 
personal" sel£
part.icipat.ion. 

React.ive, 
emotionally 
involved. 

Sel£-descriptive 
associat.ive. 

Exp1orat.ory" 
elaborat.ive" 
hypothet.ica1. 

Feelings vividly 
expressed" 
int.egrat.ive" 
conclusive or 
a££irmat.ive. 

Expansive, 
illuminat.ing" 
con£ident., 
buoyant. • 

. -_ .. _----------------------------------------
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PERSONAL EVALUATION 

To be co.pleeed by paeient: 

Name Daee 

Noe.: Your answars on ehia questionnaire are completely 
con£ideneiel and will noe be ahown to your doctor. Neieher 
will anything you say on this questionnaire in£luence, in any 
way, either the course o£ your treatmene or your discharge. 
Please be as honest aa possible. 

Instructions to Raeer 

On ehe next page are seven lines intended eo 

represent an overall measure o£ psychological £unctioning, 

£unctioning in £1ve speci£ic area., and a measure o£ your 

liking £or the therapist. On each o£ these lines, put a 

vereical mark to indicate your sondition upon coming to 

the hospital. Place another vertical mark on ehe line 

to indicate your present leyel of £unceioning. Indicate 

the direction o£ change in your £unctioning by placing an 

arrow between the ewo marks. I£ ehere has been no change, 

put only one vertical mark on ehe line. Follow the same 

procedure with regard eo liking ehe therapist, i.e., one mark 

to indicate present degree o£ liking £or the eherapise and 

anoeher mark eo indicaee your liking £or the therapiae during 

the initial stages o£ treatment, with an arrow eo indicate 

direction o£ change, i£ any. 

EXAMPLE: 

3. Interpersonal 
Relationships 

(aevere) (no ay.peoma) 

(The direction o£ the arrow indicatea that you improved a£ter 
coming eo ehe hoapieal.) 



1. Overall 
psychological 
:£unct.ioning 

2. Sexual 
adJust.ment. 

3. Int.erperaonal 
ralat.ionshipa 

4. Capacit.y t.o 
adapt. t.o 
environment. 

5. Handling o£ 
dist.urbing 
:£eelings 

Severe 
problells 

G. Problems wit.h aut.horit.y 
:figures and/or 
discipline 

7. How much do you like your t.herapist.? 

St.rongly 
Dislike 
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No 
Syapt.oma 

St.rongly 
Like 

-------------------------------------------------



Session Evaluation Questionnaire--Form 3 

DiTections: Please place an n~1 on each line to show how you feel about this 
session. 

This session was: 

BAD 

SAFE 

DIFFICULT 

VALUABLE 

SHALLOW 

RELAXED 

UNPLEASANT 

FULL 

1'IEAX 

SPECIAL 

ROUGH 

Ca.ft:ORTABLE 

· . . . . . · . . . . . --------· . . . . . · . . . . . -- ---.-.---.-
· . . . . . · . . . . . -------· . . . . . · . . . . . -------· . . . . . · . . . . . --------· . . . . . · . . . . . ---------· . . . . . · . . . . . ----------· . . . . . · . . . . . -------· . . . . . · . . . . . -------· . . . . . · . . . . . ------....---· . . . . . · . . . . . ---------· . . . . . · . . . . . ------------

GeoD 

DANGEROUS 

EASY 

ltORllILESS 

DEEP 

TENSE 

PLEASANT 

El.filTY 

PO\'1ERFUL 

ORDINARY 

Sl«Xml 

UNCOMFORTABLE 

Right now I feel: 

HAPP¥ 

ANGRY 

ACTIVE 

UNCERTAIN 

INVOLVED 

CAU·S 

CONFIDENT 

ALERT 

FRIENDLY 

SLOW 

JOYFUL 

.QUIET 

__ :_:_: __ : __ :_:......- SAD 

_:_: __ : __ :_:_:__ PLEASED 

_: __ : __ : __ :_:_:__ STILL 

_:_:_: __ :_: __ :_ DEFINITE 

_:_:_:_:_:_:_ DETAOfED 

__ :_: __ :_:_:_:__ EXCITED 

_: __ :_:_: __ :_:__ AFRAID 

: : : : :: SLEEPY ---------
: : : : :: UNFRIENDLY --..-----:----

_:_:_:_: __ : __ :_ FAST 

_:_:---,-:_:_: __ :_ JOYLESS 

---=----:.-------.- AROUSED 
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SCL-90-R 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Below is a list of problems and complaints that people 
sometimes have. Please read each one carefully. After you 
have done so. please fill in one of the numbered circles to 
the righ't that best describes HOW MUCH DISCOMFORT 
THAT PROBLEM HAS CAUSED YOU DURING THE PAST 
WEEK INCLUDING TODAY. Mark only one numbered 
circle for each problem and do not skip any items. If you 
change your mind, erase your first mark carefully. Read the 
example below before beginning, and if you have any ques-
tions please ask the technician . 

EXAMPLE 

HOW MUCH WERE 
YOU DISTRESSED BY: 

1 . Bodyaches 

SEX 

MALE 

0 

FEMALE 

0 

HOW MUCH WERE YOU DISTRESSED BY: 

1. Headaches 
2 . Nervousness or shakiness inside 
3 . Repeated unpleasant thoughts that won't leave your mind 
4 . Faintness or dizziness 
5 . Loss of sexual interest or pleasure 
6 . Feeling critical of others 
7 . The idea that someone else can control your thoughts 
8. Feeling others are to blame for most of your troubles 
9 . Trouble remembering things 

10. Worried at;>out sloppiness or carelessness 
1 1 . Feeling easily annoyed or irritated 
12. Pains in heart or chest 
13. Feeling afraid in open spaces or on the streets 
14. Feeling low in energy or slowed down 
15. Thoughts of ending your life 
16. Hearing voices that other people do not hear 
17. Trembling 
18. Feeling that most people cannot be trusted 
19. Poor appetite 
20 . Crying easily 
21 . Feeling shy or uneasy with the opposite sex 
22 . Feelings of being trapped or caught 

23 . Suddenly scared for no reason 
24 . Temper outbursts that you could not control 
25. Feeling afraid to go out of your house alone 
26 . Blaming yourself for things 
27. Pains in lower back 
28 . Feeling blocked in getting things done 
29 . Feeling lonely 
30. Feeling blue 
31 . Worrying too much about things 
32 . Feeling no interest in things 
33 . Feeling fearful 
34 . Your feelings being easily hurt 
35 . Other people being aware of your private thoughts 

Copyright © 1975 by Leonard R. Derogatis, Ph .D . 
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SIDE 1 
. --

NAME: 

LOCATION : 

EDUCATION: 

MARITAL STATUS: MAR .-SEP.-DIV._WIO ._S ING _ 

DATE I 10. 1 Q 
MO I DAY j YEAR NUMBER ; 

, A .... 
L__ 
I I 

~ 

VISITNUMBER : - ---

0 
CD CD ,r::- ' ..y - i ~ Q (f , '"" ' -.:.. 

4 cv CD "'"' 
{,\ 

' ; \.:../ 

5 cv Q 0 ...-:--. I · i \.:.I 

6 cv (j) .0. 8 ·!' 
~..:.. · I 

7 Q CD 0 ~· 

8 @ CD ,....,, G: ~z: ~· 

9 @ CD F.\ ·1' ·I \ \.!.- ' 

10 (Il CD (]; 2_ , " I 

1 1 CD CD ':'" 
\.2.. , . 

\..:... 

12 ® 8) (-·, 'I' '-"' ,_ 

13 @ CD (. r.- ,. 
\ ~ ..... 

14 ~· CD 'T; CD ~) 
15 @ CD CD G) ·7'. 

16 @ CD G) G; -~· 

17 @ CD "' CI' '-!..' -
18 CD CD \.:../ ~ -
19 CD CD .r.:-

·..:... ...:.. ~ 

20 G CD "' ' t..,:.~ -.::... 

21 @ 8 (f r.--
' -..:.. 

22 @ CD 0 J 
'-

23 @ 8 
.,... 
.;., -

24 @'I (}) G. "-.:-
I 

25 @ (j) :J) ~ 
26 @ CD .~ c; ' ~ 

27 @ CD -~- ' 
28 @ CD - ....:. -
29 @ CD ,---:--. , , 

-.!.- ~ 

30 @ CD ':'"· 
~ ~ 

31 CD 0 - ·:I\ -
32 cv CD <r ..,.... 

' I . , 
33 @ CD (]:· --::-

' -.:.. 
34 CD G 

,.,... (I_:. ~ 

35 G) CD / 0 /7' ' 1..:..... -..: 
Please continue on the following pa ge ... 



SCL-90-R 

HOW MUCH WERE YOU DISTRESSED BY: 

36. Feeling others do not understand you or are unsympathetic 
37. Feeling that people are unfriendly or dislike you 
3B. Having to do things very slowly to insure correctness 
39. Heart pounding or racing 
40. Nausea or upset stomach 
41. Feeling inferior to others 
42. Soreness of your muscles 
43. Feeling that you are watched or talked about by others 
44. Trouble falling asleep 
45. Having to check and double-check what you do 
46. Difficulty making decisions 
47. Feeling afraid to travel on buses, subways, or trains 
4B. Trouble getting your breath 
49. Hot or cold spells 
50. Having to avoid certain things, places. or activities because they frighten you 
51 . Your mind going blank 
52. Numbness or tingling in parts of your body 
53. A lump in your throat 
64. Feeling hopeless about the future 
55. Trouble concentrating 
56. Feeling weak in parts of your body 
57. Feeling tense or keyed up 
58. Heavyfeelings in your arms or legs 
59. Thoughts of death or dying 
60. Overeating 
61. Feeling uneasy when people are watching ortalking about you 
62. Having thoughts that are not your own 
63. Having urges to beat, injure, orharm someone 
64. Awakening in the early morning 
65. Having to repeatthe same actions such as touching, counting, or washing 
66. Sleep that is restless or disturbed 
67. Having urges to break or smash things 
68. Having ideas or beliefs that others do not share 
69. Feeling very self-conscious with others 
70. Feeling uneasy in crowds, such as shopping or at a movie 
71 . Feeling everything is an effort 
72. Spells of terror or panic 
73. Feeling uncomfortable about eating or drinking in public 
74. Getting into frequent arguments 
75. Feeling nervous when you are left alone 
76. Others not giving you proper credit for your achievements 
77. Feeling lonely even when you are with people 
78. Feeling so restless you couldn't sit still 
79. Feelings of worthlessness 
80. The feeling that something bad is going to happen to you 
81. Shouting or throwing things 
82. Feeling afraid you will faint in public 
83. Feeling that people will take advantage of you if you let them 
84. Having thoughts about sex that bother you a lot 
85. The idea that you should be punished for your sins 
86. Thoughts and images of a frightening nature 
87. The idea that something serious is wrong with you body 
88. Neverfeeling close to another person 
89. Feelingsofguiit 
90. The idea that something is wrong with your mind 
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37 
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CAUTION: This material may 

.. ~ VANDERBILT PSYCOO'IHERAPY PROCESS SCALE 
not be reproduced, ada~ted or 
used for any purpose mthout 

(Revised Version) 
written per.miSsion. 

Very Poor Fair Good Excellent 
Poor 

1. What is your global impression of 
the quality of the relationship? 1 2 3 4 5 

2. How productive was this hour? 1 2 3 4 5 

3. How well does the patient seem to 
be getting along at this time? 1 2 3 4 5 

I. Characterize the Patient's Behavior During the Hour: 

Not at Some Fair Pretty Great 
all amount IIU1ch Deal 

4. Actively participated in the interaction. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Took the initiative in bringing up the 
subjects that were talked about. 1 2 3 4 5 

6. Seemed to be motivated for therapy. 1 2 3 4 5 

7. Asked for advice on how to deal more 
effectively with self or others. 1 2 3 4 5 

8. Concern was with how to deal more effectively 
-with self and others~ 1 2 3 4 5 

9. Tried to elicit approval, sympathy, or 
reassurance from the therapist. 1 2 3 4 5 

10. Relied upon the therapist to solve his/her 
problems. 1 2 3 4 5 

11. Reacted negatively to the therapist's comments. 1 2 3 - 4 5 

12. Tried to learn more about what to do in 
therapy and what to expect from it. 1 2 3 4 5 

13. Discussed his/her feelings and perceptions 
about the therapist. 1 2 3 4 5 

14. Focused on a particular problem. 1 2 3 4 5 

15. Was logical and organized in expressing 
thoughts and feelings. 1 2 3 4 5 

16. Tried to understand the reasons behind 
problematic feelings or behavior. 1 2 3 4 5 

17. Explored feelings and experiences. 1- 2 3 4 5 

18. Was struggling to achieve better control over 
feelings or impulses. 1 2 3 4 5 

19. Seemed to trust the therapist. 1 2 3 4 5 

SEG1ENI' NO. RATER 
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;." 
I. Characterize the Patient's behavior during this hour: (cont'd) 

Not at Some Fair Pretty Great 
all AmOtDlt Much Deal 

20. Discussed his/her feeljngs as a patient and his/her 
progress in therapy. I 1 2 3 4 5 

, 
21. Talked about his/her feelings. i 1 2 3 4 5 

22. Portrayed himse1f/herself as oVeooelmed by I 2 3 4 5 
his/her problem. 

II. Describe the Patient'S Demeanor DurinS this H6nr: 

Not at Some Fair Pretty Great 
all AmOtDlt Much Deal 

23. Withdrawn I 2 3 4 5 

24. Guilty I 2 3 4 5 

25. Optimistic 1 2 3 4 5 

26. Self-Critical I 2 3 4 5 

27. Mistrustful I 2 3 4 5 

28. Depressed I 2 3 4 5 

29. Hostile I 2 3 4 5 

30. Frustrated I 2 3 4 5 

31. Tense 1 2 3 4 5 

32. Impatient 1 2 3 4 5 

33. Intellectualizing 1 2 3 4- 5 

34. Defeated I 2 3 4 5 

35. Dependent 1 2 3 4 5 

36. Controlling 1 2 3 4 5 

37. Deferential 1 2 3 4 5 

38. Defensive 1 2 3 4 5 

39. Inhibited 1 2 3 4 5 

40. Spontaneous 1 2 3 4 5 

41. Passive 1 2 3 4 5 

42. Ashamed 1 2 3 4 5 

4,. Emotional 2 ~ 4 5 
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III. Characterize the theraEist's behavior during this hour: 

Not at Some Fair Pretty Great 
all amount much deal 

44. COlllllUllicated approval of some aspects 
of the patient's behavior. 1 2 3 4 5 

45. Tried to help the patient evaluate 
his/her reactions and feelings. 1 2 3 4 5 

46. Placed the patient's report in a new 
persp~ctive or reorganized the patient's 

1 2 3 4 5 expenence. 

47. Showed wannth and friendliness towards 
the patient. 1 2 3 4 5 

48. Helped the patient feel accepted in the 
relationship. 1 2 3 4 5 

49. Supported the patient's self-esteem, 
confidence, and building hope. 1 2 3 4 5 

50. Responded ellq)athically to the patient. 1 2 3 4 5 

51. Explicitly encouraged the patient to express 
feelings and concerns. 1 2 3 4 5 

52. Tried to get a better tmderstanding of 
the patient, of what was really going on. 1 2 3 4 5 

5.3. Tried to help the patient recognize his/her 
feelings. 1 2 3 4 5 

54. Tried to help the patient tmderstand the 
reasons behin4 his/her reactions. 1 2 3 4 5 

55. Encouraged depth rather than shallowness. 1 2 3 4 5 

56. Dealt with interpersonal dynamics between 
himself/herself and the patient. 1 2 3 4 5 

57. Actively participated in .the interaction. 1 2 3 4 5 

58. Encouraged the patient to take a more 
active role in therapy. 1 2 3 4 5 

59. Identified themes in the patients behavior 
and experiences. 1 2 3 4 5 

60. Encouraged the patient to accept 
responsibility for his/her problems. 1 2 3 4 5 
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III. Characterize the Therapist's Behavior During this Hour: (cont'd) 

Not at Fair Pretty Great 
all Some amount Much deal 

61. Maintained focus on therapy-related 
topics. 1 2 3 4 5 

62. Modeled behavior or set an example 
for the patient. 1 2 3 4 5 

63. Tried to help the patient to achieve better 
control over his/her feelings and impulses. 1 2 3 4 5 

64. Encouraged the patient to try new ways of 
dealing with self and others. 1 2 3 4 5 

65. Explicitly tried to impose his/her own set 
of values on the patient. 1 2 3 4 5 

66. Offered specific suggestions for things 
that the patient could do. 1 2 3 4 5 

67. Conveyed expertise. 1 2 3 4 5 
. 

6S. Disclosed his/her own feelings, attitudes, 
values, or experiences. 1 2 3 4 5 

69. - Confronted the patient. 1 2 3 4 5 

70. Confronted the patient in a negative manner. 1 2 3 4 5 

N. Describe the TheraEist's Demeanor During this Session. 

Not at Some Fair Pretty Great 
all amount JIlllch - deal 

71. Annoyed 1 2 3 4- 5 

72. Involved 1 2 3 4 5 

73. Relaxed 1 2 3 4 5 

74. Intimidating 1 2 3 4 5 

75. Authoritarian 1 2 3 4 5 

76. Optimistic 1 2 3 4 5 

77. Lecturing 1 2 3 4 5 

7S. Defensive 1 2 3 4 5 

79. Judgmental 1 2 3 4 5 

SO. Res')'lectful 1 2 3 4 5 
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VISUAL ANALOGUE SCALE 

NAKE 
DATE ________________ _ 

PRE _______ POST 

Place a mark on the line to indicate the soverity of 
the pain. 

No Pain Extreme Pain 

o 100 

Place a mark on the line to indicate the amount 
of time spent in pain during the paat week. 

Pain Free 100" 
of Time 



APPENDIX D 

SUBJECT CONSENT FORK 

The aublec~ consen~ £orm used in ~his s~udy appears 

on ~he nex~ ~wo pages. 
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SUBJECT CONSENT FORK 

P8ycho~erapeut1c Biomedical Factors in Rheuma~oid 
Arthritia 

1S8 

You are being asked ~o par~icipa~e in a s~udy 
designed to determine the connection between certain 
naturally occurring pep~idea within the body and subJective 
levels of pain. We ara trying to determine if we can 
facilia~e the releaae of these naturally occurring pain 
control agents through emotional release. You have been 
.elected to participa~e in this s~udy because you have the 
type of rheumatoid arthritis which we ~hink may be most 
susceptible ~o ~his ~ype of ~rea~men~. 

If you decide to participate in this proJect, you 
will be asked to maintain a standard, ongoing medical regimen 
to treat rheumatic pain which will be monitored and 
con~rolled by your regular phYSician. You will be asked not 
to uae any narcotic or steroid medications since these will 
in~erfere wi~h ~h. reaul~s o£ ~he proJec~. In addi~ion, on a 
weekly basia for a period of twenty-two to thir~y-two weeks, 
you will be asked ~o engage in a ~rea~men~ series, primarily 
involving emotional expression, which is designed to 
s~imula~e ~he body's pain control sys~em. Be£ore and a£~er 
each weekly meeting we will draw blood samples (approximately 
one and a quar~er ~ablespoon each draw) which will be 
analyzed in order to determine the effectiveness o£ our 
~rea~men~ in~erven~ions. The ~rea~.en~ series will have 
three stages. In the first and third stages you will have 
your blood samples drawn and you will be asked ~o comple~e a 
series of questionnsires designed to help us evaluate the 
effectiveness of our ~rea~men~ program. During the second 
stage you will partiCipate in weekly meetings which will 
include a one hour trea~men~ seasion, completing ~he 
questionnaires and having your blood samples drawn. In 
addition, we will ask you to keep ongoing records o£ how much 
rheumatic pain you experience in the course of your daily 
ac~ivi~ies. 

In the procesa o£ drawing blood samples and 
implementing the treatment there may be aome minor physical 
and lor paychological diacom£or~. We an~icipa~e no serioua 
risk, and in fact the treatmen~ is expected to have a 
positive e££ec~. 

There will be no cos~ ~o you for ~he aervices 
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rendered as part o£ this proJect although there will be the 
usual medical coats in maintaining the medical regimen. One 
o£ the investigators in thi~ study will be available to talk 
to you at any ti •• , regarding any problem. that arise in the 
course o£ the treatment. We ask only that you be willing to 
allow us to draw blood samples at designated pOints, that you 
will fill out the queationnairea as they are provided, and 
that you will complete the treatment program as long. as your 
medical condition makes that feasible. We also ask that you 
allow us to audio and/or video tape the counseling sessiona. 
The information obtained will be totally con£identia1 and the 
tape recordings will be erased as soon as they are 
appropriately scored and coded. 

I underatand the purpose o£ the current study and 
have read the above "SubJect Consent". The nature, demands, 
risks, and benefits o£ the proJect have been explained to me. 
I underst~nd that I may ask questions and that I am free to 
withdraw from the proJect at any time without incurring ill 
will and without affecting my medical care. I also 
understand that this consent form will be £i1ed in an area 
designated by the Human SubJects Committee with access 
restricted to the principal investigators or authorized 
representatives o£ the particular department. A copy o£ this 
consent form is available to me upon request. 

I understand that in the event o£ physical inJury 
resulting from the research procedures, financial 
compensation for wages and time lost and the cost o£ medical 
care and hospitalization is not available. I understand that 
the risk o£ such inJury is slight but that if incurred the 
costs must be born by me. 

I understand that the principal investigator or one 
of the co-investigators will be available to provide 
additional information to me upon my request. 

SubJect Signature Date 

Witness Signature 
__________________________ Date 
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